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Abstract 
Climate communication has been a perfect storm of challenges due to its complex science, 

abstractness, temporally and spatially distal consequences, and being a battleground of competing 

social identities. There has been much need for effective climate change communication mounting 

over the recent years yet little is known about how the messages are processed in the human 

emotional and cognitive system. This study is one of the first to bring in an information processing 

approach, aiming to examine the message features that are motivationally relevant to engage the 

audience, applying the Limited Capacity of Model of Motivated Mediated Message Processing 

(LC4MP). A series of experiments was conducted to test the effects of message valence (positive, 

negative) and psychological distance (distal, proximal) on viewer engagement (arousal, attention, 

memory) along with attitudes, self-efficacy, and behavioral intentions toward climate action. 

Results showed the power of negative valence and psychological proximity. While the negative-

proximal messages successfully engaged the viewers, reducing the psychological distance 

critically mattered in motivating action for individual decarbonization. Individuals’ negativity bias 

levels also affected the effects of valence and distance; higher negativity bias enhanced the effects 

of negative valence and psychological proximity. The message processing mechanism and 

practical implications are discussed.   

 

1. Introduction 

 
1.1. Communication on Lifestyle Change is Critical 

1.1.1. Facts 
As undoubtedly one of the defining features of our time, climate change has been widely 

discussed more than ever in recent years. Science has made a clear declaration that it is occurring 

with the major cause being anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions (Oreskes, 2004). The human 

influence has been unequivocally confirmed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) in the recently published sixth assessment report (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2021), in the 

reports by the National Academy of Sciences (National Research Council, 2001), the American 

Meteorological Society, the American Geophysical Union, and the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science (AAAS) (Oreskes, 2004). The IPCC’s sixth assessment report clearly 

demonstrates that the “observed increases in well-mixed greenhouse gas concentrations since 

around 1750 are unequivocally caused by human activities” (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2021, p. 5), 
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sounding an alarm about how close we are to the 1.5 °C warming limit with “the human-caused 

warming approximately 1.1 °C for 2010-2019, relative to the 1850-1900 average” (“Assessing the 

World Today,” 2021, p. 717).  

In the recent report Global Warming’s Six Americas, September 2021 that categorized 

Americans into six distinct groups based on their attitudes, beliefs, policy support, and behavior, 

Leiserowitz notes the need for the public still to be mobilized for action to have an impact on all 

levels of the society (Leiserowitz et al., 2022). Although the understanding and support for action 

are growing, the 42 percent that consist of the concerned and the cautious groups do not share a 

full understanding of the impact and urgency of the threat (Leiserowitz et al., 2022).  

 

1.1.2. Individual decarbonization is critical 
 The emissions gap report published by the United Nations Environment Programme 

(UNEP) points out the fact that two-thirds of global greenhouse gas emissions are caused by 

household consumption which corresponds to 65 to 72 percent estimated by the researchers 

(Capstick et al., 2020). Unsurprisingly, income is strongly correlated with the amount of emissions, 

leading to an extremely unequal landscape of global distribution where the top 10 percent is 

accountable for 36-49 percent of the total emissions when the bottom 50 percent is responsible for 

7-15 percent of all emissions (Capstick et al., 2020). Hope Jahren, in her recent book, speaks about 

the stark fact that “the people of the OECD, while representing only one-sixth of the global 

population, use one-third of the world’s energy and half of the world’s electricity and are 

responsible for one-third of the world’s carbon dioxide emissions” (Jahren, 2020, p. 185). What 

do these numbers tell us? If you are a citizen of a developed country, every decision you make has 

an outsize effect on consumption, in other words, emissions. Yet if you flip the narrative, this 

means every step you take will have a sizable effect on cutting global emissions.   

 This impact of individual low-carbon lifestyles is ever more emphasized in the Global 

Warming’s Six Americas report (Leiserowitz et al., 2022) where despite the public awareness 

reaching an all-time high, the level of engagement in taking action was relatively low. Moreover, 

about 40 percent of the respondents believed that individual actions would not make any difference 

(Leiserowitz et al., 2022), which calls for a boost of self-efficacy by providing concrete guidance 

for action to carry on in everyday life. Acknowledging that individual decarbonization is critical, 

communication on individual lifestyle change is an integral part of combating the climate crisis. 

The need for delving into this topic lies in this. This study will be focusing on finding out what 

works most effectively when communicating lifestyle changes.  
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1.1.3. Difficulty communicating 
A perfect storm of challenges 

 Why is it then so difficult to engage people with action? Climate change indeed has become 

a perfect storm of challenges in its lack of visibility and immediacy competing for our attention 

with everyday challenges that seem more acute (Moser, 2010). Living a modern, urbanized life, 

separated from the physical environment, distancing such a complex, abstract, and uncertain issue 

has become natural. As Moser (2016) points out in the second comprehensive review, “superficial 

public understanding, transitioning from awareness and concern to action, communicating in 

deeply politicized and polarized environments, and the growing sense of overwhelm and 

hopelessness” remain persistent challenges today (p. 1). The heterogeneity over this issue has been 

noted posing a stark contrast to the scientific consensus growing ever stronger (Markowitz & 

Guckian, 2018). The abstractness and complexity of the problem by its nature, the “social and 

psychological defense mechanisms it activates” (Markowitz & Guckian, 2018, p. 38), and the 

slow-paced phenomena have all contributed to the failure to engage the public. It seems that the 

right moment has arrived to ignite the conversations as we face extreme events making the 

headlines every day anew around the globe upon the release of the IPCC’s latest report. These 

challenges have created a turmoil in communication that is much unlike other areas such as health 

or marketing communications that appeal on a personal level.  

 
Limited visuals covered on media 

 Despite the pivotal role imagery plays in building public engagement in the current image-

oriented digital media landscape, a limited set of images has represented climate change issues in 

the public discourse (Wang et al., 2018). The problem lies not only in the limited visuals but the 

fact that visual communication of climate change has much relied on several iconographic 

imagery: polar bears, melting ice, sea level rise, activists, politicians, etc (Metag et al., 2016; S. 

O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009; Wang et al., 2018). Among the most utilized images, climate 

change impact has been dominant compared to the causes and solutions to the problem, the last of 

which are less featured on media (Metag et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018). What is observed in the 

visuals on both digital and print media is that they have a tendency not to feature the direct impact 

on humans (Metag et al., 2016), authentic and ordinary people in general, and if featured, mostly 

in the background of a distant location (S. J. O’Neill et al., 2013). The limited topics of imagery 
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and the lack of human stories in the current climate coverage pose a challenge in effectively 

engaging the public with attention-grabbing and mobilizing communication strategies. Climate 

change itself is a problem hard to visualize due to its complexity and macro-environmental nature. 

This, however, sets the road for us to devise ways to make breakthroughs.  
 

1.2. The Divide 
  

What is still alarming is that while science is unequivocally pointing to the threat, the last 

decade has seen much of turmoil as to the truthfulness, the causes, and the consequences awaiting 

us. Although there has been some recognized progress achieved in cooperation of 196 countries 

worldwide to reach The Paris Agreement in 2015, the reality observed a disparity signaled by the 

former U.S. government pulling back from the agreement, planting manufacture of doubt. Thus, 

to some, it is a dire threat inching in at an unprecedented rate, while to others, it is no more than a 

giant hoax put together by those on the other end of the political spectrum. For a large part of the 

global population, moreover, it is simply unheard of or at least not in the domain of their interest. 

In some places such as the U.S. where climate change has been highly politicized (Johnson, 2017; 

Kahan et al., 2012; T. M. Lee et al., 2015; Markowitz & Guckian, 2018), the substantial 

polarization is captured on the most recent Yale Climate Opinion Maps 2020 (Yale Program on 

Climate Change Communication). The maps reveal how Americans’ beliefs, risk perceptions, and 

policy support vary depending on the geographical region, wealth, education, and political 

standpoint. Taking this issue to a global level, we see an even starker divide on awareness and risk 

perception around the issue (T. M. Lee et al., 2015). Why is there such a disparity? 

 

1.3. Why the Divide? The Two Theses and the Reality 

  

One of the two main theses that explain the public apathy over climate change is the 

Science Comprehension Thesis (SCT) summarized as “Public knows too little science” (Kahan, 

2012; Kahan et al., 2012). This view emphasizes the gap between scientists and the general public, 

arguing that citizens are unaware of the severity of climate change due to a lack of comprehension 

of scientific evidence. It posits that the predominant reliance on system 1 reasoning of the lay 

public involves rapid visceral judgments leading to failure in effortful calculations and analytical 

skills (Kahan et al., 2012). The reasoning process then ends up in jeopardy, causing them to 
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underestimate the risks the issue is projected to bring. The SCT predicts a positive correlation 

between the increase in numeracy, science literacy, analytical thinking and the degree of 

convergence on correct interpretations of scientific evidence. The polarization on climate change, 

therefore, is attributed to the unreliable heuristics people use to compensate for the inability to 

comprehend scientific evidence, which supports the view that humans are cognitive misers with 

goals of efficiency (Kahan et al., 2012). 

 

 The Identity-protective Cognition Thesis (ICT), on the other hand, brings in a different 

perspective where humans are viewed as motivated reasoners that have expressive goals. The ICT 

claims that individuals have a tendency to form perceptions around societal risks in a way that 

conforms to the values of the groups they identify with (Kahan et al., 2012, 2017; Markowitz & 

Guckian, 2018). Whereas the SCT argues that the conflict is found between what science knows 

and what the public knows, the ICT observes the conflict between different segments of the public. 

Consistent with previous findings, Kahan and colleagues (2012) provide empirical evidence to the 

ICT claim that an increase in numeracy and science literacy leads to greater polarization of climate 

change views. Contrary to the SCT predictions, the cognitively sophisticated group employed type 

2 analytical reasoning to discern the position that best supported their personal interests. Research 

in motivated cognition explains that this is to avoid cognitive dissonance in securing one’s group 

standing. Therefore, “positions on climate change have come to signify the kind of person one is” 

(Kahan, 2012, p. 1), which is regarded to have the capacity to account for the motivated reasoning 

that resulted in the ideological polarization we face over climate change (Johnson, 2017; T. M. 

Lee et al., 2015; Markowitz & Guckian, 2018).  

 

      However, are we confident that we can generalize the seemingly winning claim (ICT) 

to explain the divide observed cross-nationally? It should be noted that the findings are relevant in 

a society where partisan polarization is widely experienced such as in the U.S., but not in other 

parts of the world with little cross-national evidence on the role of such polarization. The first 

worldwide cross-sectional study (T. M. Lee et al., 2015) of 119 countries that explored the 

predictors of public awareness and risk perception on climate change speaks to this matter. 

Representing over 90% of the world population, the results point to the stark uneven distribution 

of public awareness and risk perception: over 90% of awareness reported in the developed 

countries whereas over 65% of the developing world never heard of the problem. Education (62%) 

was singled out as the most dominant predictor of awareness along with beliefs about the cause 
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(48%) top-ranked for risk perceptions. The fact that the predictors of risk perception were scattered 

across the board for 59% percent of the countries implies that the disparity cannot be addressed by 

a single approach. As reported in a study (Johnson, 2017), focusing on the mechanistic explanatory 

power of the scientific evidence can substantially bridge the gap of polarization, which will also 

benefit from a value-congruent framing or decoupling values from the science as the ICT proposes 

(Kahan, 2012). In a place such as China where people tend to falsely attribute climate change to 

the cause of local pollution, the SCT approach can be an effective solution.  

 

 Having looked at the approaches that explain the global disparity and partisanship around 

climate change opinions, it is evident that we need a more sophisticated and tailored 

communication strategy to address the most pressing issue of our time (Markowitz & Guckian, 

2018). It is worrying that while the scientific consensus has gained force, the skeptics still readily 

discredit the threat in its entirety, finding flaws in the uncertainties (“Climate of Suspicion,” 2010). 

This study begins with the questions to address the issue: How do we design effective climate 

messages that are motivationally relevant beyond regional and ideological peculiarities? What 

would be the strategy to navigate through this perfect storm? Have we looked into the fundamental 

processing mechanism of climate messages from a new approach? 

 

 

2. The Debate: Mixed Messages 
  

 To address the questions, we need to start with what has been found in climate 

communication research. The focus of the review will primarily be on visual communication of 

climate change as it is the most dominating medium utilized to engage the public in the world we 

live in today yet features a small number of studies compared to verbal framing research (Chapman 

et al., 2016; Corner et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018). There are certain themes regarded as important 

in the literature, thus repeatedly investigated during the last decade: “Which is more effective 

between negative and positive messaging?” and more recently, “Does reducing psychological 

distance work better as opposed to distant framing?” Being a relatively new area of scientific 

research, even newer for climate imagery studies, the empirical evidence collected during the last 

decade indicates that there are opposing views for both affective framing (negative vs. positive) 

and psychological distance (distal vs. proximal).  
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2.1. Affective Framing (Negative vs. Positive) 
 Within the limited body of research on climate visuals despite its wide use in practice, one 

of the most comprehensive studies conducted cross-nationally in Germany, the U.K., and the U.S. 

tested how different types of imagery (causes, impacts, and solutions) are evaluated, using mixed-

methods (Chapman et al., 2016). The results advocate the advantage of tackling the negative 

‘impacts’ of climate change in eliciting a greater desire for behavioral change, policy support, 

motivation to share the message, and seeking further information (Chapman et al., 2016). The 

solution-based images were positively accepted, however, produced the lowest intention to change 

personal behavior, support policy, and seek out information, decreasing the level of engagement 

among climate change believers (Chapman et al., 2016). The negative affect produced by the 

images of climate impacts was thought to have an important role in motivating action (Chapman 

et al., 2016). The climate visuals report based on this study further elaborates on the power of 

impact imagery in engaging participants and motivating behavior (Corner et al., 2015). 

 Opposing the power of negative impacts, another line of research employing largely 

qualitative approaches (S. O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009), proposes that while dramatic and 

fear-inducing representations of climate impact capture people’s attention, promoting issue 

salience, they undermine self-efficacy, evoking the feeling that the participants are unable to do 

anything about the issue. Images of solutions, on the other hand, showed low salience compared 

to impacts images due to the low sense of threat, yet they recorded higher self-efficacy, thus more 

engaging (S. O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009). These findings were confirmed in another study 

conducted later cross-nationally in Australia, the U.K., and the U.S. (S. J. O’Neill et al., 2013) that 

imagery of impacts promoted salience while undermining self-efficacy which imagery of energy 

futures boosted. The researchers concluded that climate visuals either increase issue salience or 

self-efficacy, but few seemed to do both (S. J. O’Neill et al., 2013). A similar finding was obtained 

in regards to what promotes self-efficacy in a visual and text experiment (Hart & Feldman, 2016) 

where solar panel imagery and action texts were each found to increase perceived efficacy 

associated with intentions to engage in climate action. Climate impact visuals, however, did not 

reduce efficacy nor increase salience, inconsistent with previous research (Hart & Feldman, 2016). 

 A large-scale study done in Australia that investigated implicit associations and their 

affective content in climate change responses (Leviston et al., 2014) brings in results against what 

we have discussed above. Contrary to the findings (Hart & Feldman, 2016; S. J. O’Neill et al., 

2013; S. O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009), dramatic images of climate impacts and extreme 

weather were effective in capturing people’s attention (Leviston et al., 2014). They showed high 
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salience, arousing emotions, and were motivating rather than disempowering self-efficacy, 

suggesting that negative associations were not always a demotivating factor (Leviston et al., 2014). 

The images the participants associated with climate change the most were commonly placed in the 

high arousal, negative quadrant of the emotion circumplex, heavily featuring disasters and 

extremes (Leviston et al., 2014). The authors reason that these associations may motivate 

responses to the immediacy of the impacts by reducing psychological distance (Leviston et al., 

2014).  

 A couple of years later, a study (Metag et al., 2016) replicated the aforementioned O’Neill 

et al.’s cross-country study (S. J. O’Neill et al., 2013) on salience and self-efficacy, testing whether 

the results could apply to a new context – German-speaking countries in Europe: Germany, 

Switzerland, and Austria. The imagery of impacts were perceived as salient, capturing attention 

while creating fear, rendering the issue overwhelming and forceful, which led to decreased self-

efficacy (Metag et al., 2016). Images about reducing carbon emissions such as renewable energy, 

types of mobility, lifestyles, and consumer behaviors were found to yield self-efficacy (Metag et 

al., 2016). Replicating the results largely acquired in the Anglophone Western countries, – the 

U.S., the U.K., and Australia – the findings imply that the visual representations of climate change, 

being a transnational problem, are perceived more or less similarly across different cultures, 

languages, and geographical boundaries (Metag et al., 2016). Another aspect to note is that the 

predominant visuals on media readily involving politicians, celebrities, and protestors are not 

likely the ones that raise salience and self-efficacy, which are integral to public engagement 

(Chapman et al., 2016; Metag et al., 2016; S. J. O’Neill et al., 2013). As conflicting as the views 

on visual affective framing we have discussed so far, the debate on psychological distance of 

climate communication provides inconclusive evidence as well. 

 

2.2. Psychological Distance (Distal vs. Proximal) 
 It has been repeatedly pointed out that the public perceiving climate change as a distant 

and abstract matter is a great challenge as it hinders communicating the urgency and immediacy 

of the issue (Priest, 2016). The lack of immediacy is attributed to the temporal and geographical 

distance between cause and effect, making the impact of individual emissions seem trivial or even 

irrelevant (Moser, 2010). These phenomena have labelled climate change as "wicked issues" that 

are "virtually intractable matters characterized by uncertainty over consequences, diverse and 

multiple engaged interests, conflicting knowledge claims, and high stakes" (Lorenzoni et al., 2007, 

p. 65). Compared to marketing or health communications which connect on a personal level, the 
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"wicked" nature of this macro-environmental issue makes it an impersonal and a distant problem 

(S. O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009). Although these reviews seem to agree to the need for 

reducing the perceived distance, empirical work points to rather complicated directions.  

 McDonald et al. (2015) give a comprehensive review on how psychological distance has 

been defined and applied in climate communication research. Construal level theory defines that 

“psychological distance is a construct referring to the extent to which an object is removed from 

the self” (McDonald et al., 2015, p. 110). “Psychological distance is thus egocentric: Its reference 

point is the self, here and now, and the different ways in which an object might be removed from 

that point – in time, space, social distance, and hypothetically – constitute different distance 

dimensions” (Trope & Liberman, 2010, p. 1). Psychologically close objects are construed in 

concrete, low level terms with good details whereas objects that are psychologically distant are 

perceived in more abstract, high level, and big picture terms (McDonald et al., 2015).  

Hypothetical distance, one of the four dimensions outlined in the literature (Liberman et 

al., 2007; Trope & Liberman, 2010), refers to the perceived likelihood of occurrence of a future 

event. Put in the context of climate change, it is about whether it is occurring or not, and if so, how 

much the impacts will be. A U.K. study found that although people were certain about climate 

change happening, uncertainties were reported in the severity of the impacts (Spence et al., 2012). 

The substantial polarization on beliefs and risk perception captured on the most recent Yale 

Climate Opinion Maps 2020 (Yale Program on Climate Change Communication, 2020) adds that 

the hypotheticality is differently perceived depending on the geographical region, wealth, 

education, and political standpoint. This dimension is heavily affected by how climate change is 

portrayed by the media and its high-profile skepticism that constantly manufactures doubt, which 

makes the problem seem more distal, unthreatening, and irrelevant, causing disengagement and 

inaction (McDonald et al., 2015). As we have seen earlier in the ICT (Identity-protective Cognition 

Thesis) claim, the polarization on the ideological spectrum further activates motivated reasoning 

on the hypotheticality of climate change (Kahan, 2012; Kahan et al., 2012, 2017), leading one to 

form beliefs or disbeliefs about the occurrence, causes, and impacts. Hypothetical distance is 

thought to feed into other three dimensions of psychological distance: temporal, spatial, and social 

- if it is less likely to happen, it becomes less relevant in the present time and space (Spence et al., 

2012; Uzzell, 2000).  

The second dimension is the temporal distance (now vs. future) which has been typically 

perceived distal with regards to climate change, thus more likely affecting temporally distant 

people and places (McDonald et al., 2015; Spence et al., 2012). More recently, studies report 
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participants already experiencing the impacts – 41% in the U.K. (Spence et al., 2012) and 47% 

being harmed right now, 42% personally experiencing the effects in the U.S., 2020 (Yale Program 

on Climate Change Communication, 2020). This trend can be attributed to the increase in the 

extreme weather events in recent years and personal experiences with them, however, the nature 

of impacts seems to also moderate temporal distance of climate change (McDonald et al., 2015). 

That is, the types of major impacts such as sea level rise are perceived in a distal way whereas 

relatively minor ones such as local temperature rise are perceived proximal.    

 Compared to other dimensions that very few studies have explored, spatial distance (local 

vs. global) of climate change has gained a little more attention. In a similar context with other 

dimensions, climate change has gradually been perceived to have geographically close impacts but 

more seriously affect distant places (Spence et al., 2012), particularly the developing countries 

(Reser et al., 2012), and on a more global level than local (Uzzell, 2000). Empirical research on 

spatial distance shows tension on whether reducing the distance is a more engaging strategy or it 

is rather complicated to pick one side. The mixed-methods study done in three countries – the 

U.K., the U.S., and Germany – discussed earlier (Chapman et al., 2016) reveals the complexity of 

localizing in their structured discussion workshops. Some participants reacted positively to the 

local impacts of the U.K. and Germany that they were effective in alarming people of the impacts 

while others objected to the use of local imagery, arguing that because Western countries would 

be less affected by the climate impacts compared to the developing world, they would be less 

concerned when seeing those local imagery (Chapman et al., 2016). A study that manipulated the 

distance and framing in the form of text message reported that participants perceived more severe 

impacts when the message was framed distant as opposed to local (Spence & Pidgeon, 2010). 

However, the complexity lies in that their attitudes toward mitigation were more positive when the 

messages were framed local. On a similar note, a large-scale study conducted in the U.K. and 

Switzerland found that global risk perceptions were strongly associated with policy support while 

local risk perceptions showed a strong connection to personal intentions to engage in climate action 

(Brügger, 2013). The finding that people are more willing to participate in mitigation when the 

message is framed to focus on local impacts implies that reducing spatial distance further 

influences the perceived distance on other dimensions. When the problem is spatially proximal, it 

is hypothetically possible to occur, thus temporally close.    

 The last of the dimensions is the social distance – how near one perceives the people under 

impacts are – which is often confounded with spatial distance. There are results that people believe 

individuals like themselves will be influenced by climate change (Spence et al., 2012). Another 
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study finds that social distance was associated with political polarization where Democrats were 

more supportive with socially distant victims and Republicans with socially near subjects (Hart & 

Nisbet, 2012). This study, however, still confounds social and spatial distance, which needs to be 

addressed in the future research.  

Looking at the studies exploring one or multiple parts of the four dimensions, it seems that 

psychological distance is a more complex construct than can be predicted in certain directions, 

implying that psychological proximity is not always associated with more concern and willingness 

to act (McDonald et al., 2015), and that the dimensions are intertwined and interrelated in a way 

that reducing the distance on one dimension feeds into other dimensions (Trope & Liberman, 

2010).  

  

 

3. The Gap 
3.1. The Mechanism Not Known 

"It's a truism that we often don't really know the response our use of imagery generates. It's 

hard to quantify what that really might translate to in terms of engagement." (NGO 

stakeholder) "We don't have data on what pics are more useful, but if you put a good picture on a 

story, it doubles the number of people looking at it.” (Media stakeholder) "There is a need for 

large-scale testing of images through quantitative research." (Academic stakeholder)  

  

These voices of different sectors from the Climate Visuals report (Corner et al., 2015) collectively 

point to the reality of climate communication in practice where what works and how it works are 

veiled. In short, the mechanism is missing. The body of literature on visual climate communication 

commonly indicates that despite the widespread use of climate imagery in media coverage, not 

much is known about how they are perceived by the public, and most importantly, what works  

best in capturing attention and motivating action (Chapman et al., 2016; Corner et al., 2015; Metag 

et al., 2016; S. O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009; Wang et al., 2018). Another interesting feature 

of the current use of imagery is that the kinds of visuals covered by the media are more or less 

similar across different countries, creating a “homogenous visual discourse of climate change as a 

transnational issue” (Metag et al., 2016, p. 205), let alone the repeated use of iconographic images 

that have lost attractiveness (Wang et al., 2018). Interdisciplinary research on climate change 

communication has witnessed a surge over the last decade (Markowitz & Guckian, 2018), 
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reflecting the need for effective strategy mounting over the recent years. Yet little is known about 

how climate messages are processed in our information processing system. This study is one of 

the first investigations into the automatic processing mechanism of the human cognitive and 

emotional system, employing the information-processing approach enabled by data-driven 

methods to look into climate message processing.  

Reflecting on the LC4MP framework to be discussed in the later section, the influence of 

climate messages on attitudes and behavioral intentions can be seen as a result of both levels of 

message processing: automatic and controlled processing. The complexity of climate change 

points to the factors such as political ideology, group norms, and values affecting the influence of 

the messages (McDonald et al., 2015), however, research has not paid much attention to how 

climate messages are processed at the automatic processing level. This study makes an attempt to 

look into the dimension of automatic processing, extending the applicability of the LC4MP 

framework from its well-versed areas to climate change communication. 

 

3.2. The Design: Coupling Impact Visuals with Action Messages  
System change and lifestyle change go hand in hand. Acknowledging that individual 

decarbonization is critical to the way to zero emissions (Capstick et al., 2020) and that individuals 

do not share a good understanding of what concrete actions are proven more effective compared 

to others (Attari et al., 2010), it is of absolute importance to design action-driven messages based 

on factual figures and test their effect. The call for strategy to boost self-efficacy has repeatedly 

been documented in the literature as well as the need for a message design that employs a 

combination of visual conditions with action-based text messages (Chapman et al., 2016). Studies 

argue that both individuals’ perceived efficacy of the given action and perceived self-efficacy are 

key to work the advantage of a fear appeal (S. O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009) so that the viewers 

are equipped with appropriate coping responses in a way that prevents disempowerment of the 

impact (Leviston et al., 2014). As discussed earlier, research suggests that climate imagery either 

increases salience or self-efficacy, but few seem to work for both (S. J. O’Neill et al., 2013). Here 

lies a reason for the design of the current study to examine if there is a condition that both increases 

motivational relevance and self-efficacy, attitudes, and behavioral intentions. Coupling action-

oriented text messages combined with visuals of climate impact gives the current study originality 

to test their effect and find out implications.  

 

3.3. Valence x Distance in an Experimental Design 
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Few studies have examined distance in association with emotional valence and 

simultaneously considered different types of text framing in an experimental setting. This study 

looked into the effects of emotional valence and distance together in a series of experiments with 

a set of stimuli comprised of visual and text components framed to give concrete or abstract action 

messages. By doing so, we were able to    

 

3.4. Psychological and Physical Distance Explored Together 
Sophistication of the constructs of distance to carefully discern their differences, 

similarities, and relationships has not been much looked into both in the LC4MP and climate 

communication literature. This study attempted to examine both constructs of psychological and 

physical distance with a data-driven method to find out whether they were different constructs and 

which was more appropriate to apply to the context of climate change communication.  

 

 

 

4. Theoretical Framework: The LC4MP 
 

 The major paradigm shift starting in the 1950s from the behaviorist approach to the 

information processing approach has paved the way for the emergence of the discipline of 

cognitive science. This new approach began probing into what was previously called the “black 

box” of the human mind, igniting the cognitive revolution. The tradition of behaviorism that placed 

much emphasis on the connections between stimulus and response, the S-R model, eventually gave 

way to the new paradigm, acknowledging that the behaviorist approach fell short of answering the 

“why” questions behind the S-R relationships (Potter & Bolls, 2012). The linguist Noam Chomsky 

famously summarized this as “defining psychology as the science of behavior was like defining 

physics as the science of meter reading” (Miller, 2003). Inspired by a wide range of disciplines – 

psychology, philosophy, linguistics, computer science, neuroscience, and anthropology – the new 

paradigm called the information processing approach was born (Ashcraft & Radvansky, 2014; 

Miller, 2003; Potter & Bolls, 2012).  

Attempts were made in the domain of scientific research to pry open the previously 

willfully blinded mental processes by adopting the assumptive principles laid out in the book of 

Lachman et al. (1979): that humans are active seekers of information with innate capacities, that 
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the brain stores and manipulates knowledge, that human organism is a dynamic system where a 

multitude of interactions of components occurs over time including meaning-making, memory, 

and emotion, and finally that it is the role of science to study issues applicable to everyday life. 

They clarify that the major concerns of cognitive psychology are the higher mental processes such 

as perception, memory, learning, reasoning, thinking, language, and understanding (Lachman et 

al., 1979). Ashcraft and Radvansky (2014) points out the three guiding principles upon which the 

contemporary cognitive science was built: mental processes exist, they can be studied 

scientifically, and we are active information processors.  

 Now it draws our attention to what influence the information processing approach has 

made in other disciplines, in particular of our interest, communication science. In the field of uses 

and gratifications (U&G) research based on the active user framework, a considerable body of 

study has been done on how viewers actively seek out and control the message (Lang et al., 1993). 

It was later in the 1990s through 2000s when the viewer’s automatic processing system during 

media exposure became a research interest. This was when media psychology researchers started 

to conceptualize the interaction between the medium and the audience from an information 

processing perspective beyond the stimulus-response model (Potter & Bolls, 2012). The domain 

of research employing psychophysiological measures, in particular, to peek into the human 

cognitive system during message processing began providing rich empirical evidence based on 

which a seminal theoretical framework has been developed in the field. This study takes the 

information processing approach employing this framework: The Limited Capacity Model of 

Motivated Mediated Message Processing (LC4MP).  

 

4.1. The Limited Capacity Model of Motivated Mediated Message Processing 

(LC4MP) 
The roots of this model are found in the tradition of information processing approach of 

cognitive psychology and the media effects research in communication science. The five major 

assumptions of this model are (Lang, 2006): First, human beings are information processors with 

a limited capacity. Second, the appetitive and the aversive systems, the two motivational systems 

underlying the human cognition, automatically activate in response to motivationally relevant 

stimuli in the environment. Third, the signals of motivated processing and cognitive resource 

allocation are observed through neural activity and physiological responses in the body and the 

brain (Fisher & Weber, 2020). Fourth, all communication phenomena are by nature mediated 

(Fisher & Weber, 2020; Lang, 2006). Fifth, as pointed out earlier in the assumptive principles of 
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the information processing approach, information processing occurs over time through dynamic 

interactions between the human cognitive system and the mediated message (Fisher & Weber, 

2020; Lang, 2006). 

Under these assumptions, communication is understood as an interactive, continuous, 

dynamic, and embodied process in which resource allocation holds the key to comprehending how 

the message is processed. Thus, revealing the mechanism of how cognitive resources are allocated 

to mediated messages is at the heart of this approach. This addresses the questions that have not 

been investigated in the field of media effects research, let alone climate change communication. 

What is unique about the LC4MP lies in that it makes attempts at prying open the black box to 

understand the automatic, real-time interactions between the human cognitive processing system 

and mediated messages. This study employs this framework to explore the automatic mechanism 

of how climate messages are processed, how the message features influence the processing, and 

the effects we can expect by manipulating the relevant variables. By doing so, we hope to gain 

insight into how to design effective climate messages that engage the audience and further 

motivate action. 

Resource allocation is triggered by both automatic and controlled processing mechanisms. 

While controlled processing is governed by one’s goals and interests (Lang, 2006), automatic 

processing happens quickly, occurs unconsciously, and is unstoppable by the viewer. The LC4MP 

puts a strict emphasis on the automatic processing for the purpose of developing a generic model 

applicable across all human beings outside their control (Lang, 2017).  

 

Then how is audiovisual message viewing understood in this context? It is a process where 

a limited pool of cognitive resources is continuously allocated as the viewers make sense of the 

message. This processing entails the operations of multiple sub-processes running continuously 

and simultaneously: encoding, storage, and retrieval (Lang, 2006). Making sense of a message 

requires the viewer to encode the information while retrieving information already stored, 

simultaneously storing the information newly encoded. As these processes require resources from 

a limited capacity, some aspects of processing will not be carried out thoroughly when there are 

insufficient resources to run all the sub-processes.  

 

4.2. Three Sub-processes 

4.2.1. Encoding 
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The first of the three sub-processes that simultaneously operate is encoding where a 

fraction of information is selected out of the streams of information of the mediated message. Once 

the information is selected for further processing, it is thought to be encoded (Lang, 2017). 

Encoding is a two-step process involving the selection of information and transforming it into 

mental representations in working memory (Lang, 2000). The mental representations active in the 

short-term memory are nonveridical of the message and rather idiosyncratic (Lang, 2006, 2017). 

This process of selecting and transforming occurs automatically, leaving unselected streams of 

information behind to be lost. One of the major concerns of the LC4MP research has been 

understanding how to design messages to ensure that important information in the message is 

encoded (Lang, 2006), which will be the core of this study. Whether information is well encoded 

or not is measured using recognition memory tests such as visual recognition tasks where the 

viewers are to judge whether they have seen a particular stimulus or not during the presentation. 

As individuals can often recognize information which they are unable to remember otherwise, 

recognition tests are the most sensitive measure among memory tests (Lang, 2017). The current 

study will make use of visual recognition tasks (VRT) to measure the recognition memory 

performance for the visual part of the messages.   

 

4.2.2. Storage 
 The model assumes that when a piece of information is selected for further processing, 

related information stored in long-term memory is concurrently activated so the viewer makes 

sense of the message (Lang, 2017). As the LC4MP takes the model of associative memory network 

(Lang, 2009), information that is activated at a given moment is thought to be linked together; 

“neurons that fire together wire together” (Lang, 2017, p. 853). This linking between old and newly 

encoded information is called storage which then leads to forming a long-term representation 

(Lang, 2009). Thus, as more links are made between the old and the new information, it is 

considered better stored, which can be measured by cued recall (Lang, 2000, 2017).  

 

4.2.3. Retrieval 
 The final sub-process is retrieval where encoded and stored information is reactivated in 

the memory network. Retrieval occurs constantly in order for the viewer to make sense of, 

understand the context of, and respond to the message currently attended to (Lang, 2009). It also 

occurs when responding to questions following the presentation of mediated messages where the 
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viewer is tested on free recall measures that ask to recall as much as one can about the message 

(Lang, 2009, 2017).     

 

 

4.3. Automatic Resource Allocation Mechanisms 

4.3.1. Motivational System Activation 
One of the two primary mechanisms of automatic resource allocation is by activating the 

motivational systems of human cognition. This is where the fourth “M” of the Limited Capacity 

Model of Motivated Mediated Message Processing comes in to play. In the early stages of the 

development, the model was called the LC3MP without the “motivated” part (Lang, 2000), mainly 

concerning the other mechanism of the two: the orienting response. By adding the dimension of 

motivated processing, the model has been able to pry open the black box in a notably sophisticated 

way.  

Borrowing from cognitive science, psychology, and psychophysiology (Lang, 2009), the 

model posits that there are two underlying biological motivational systems that govern information 

processing, which activates in response to motivationally relevant stimuli in the environment 

without conscious awareness of the individual (Lang, 2017). The two motivational systems are 

each called the appetitive (approach) and the aversive (avoidance) system and affect how resources 

are allocated to the three sub-processes covered earlier. What is considered motivationally relevant 

depends on whether it activates these systems (Fisher & Weber, 2020). The model assumes that 

positive and negative stimuli of opportunities and threats respectively activate the appetitive and 

the aversive (or defensive) motivational system. The intensity of activation is then gauged by the 

level of arousal (Fisher & Weber, 2020). These two motivational systems are independent of each 

other, indicating that there are four ways of activation: reciprocal where one of the systems is 

active when the other is not; coactive when both systems are active; inactive when none of the 

systems is active; and uncoupled when there is no relationship found between their activation 

(Berntson & Cacioppo, 2000; Cacioppo & Gardner, 1999; Lang, 2006).  
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Figure 1-1. Graphical depiction of resource allocation patterns predicted by the LC4MP (Fisher & Weber, 

2020, p. 6) 

 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the slightly higher activation in the appetitive system creates 

positivity offset that guides the individual to explore in a neutral and low-threat environment 

(Lang, 2006). Negativity bias, on the other hand, is observed in the steeper slope when the 

defensive (aversive) system is activated to more quickly respond to threat compared to the 

appetitive system in order to protect the individual from danger (Lang, 2006). This quicker 

increase in resource allocation towards negative stimuli is called negativity bias. As the intensity 

of the motivationally arousing stimuli increases, the resources automatically allocated to encoding 

and storage increases because the purpose of the appetitive system activation is information intake 

(Lang, 2006). With a goal to protect the organism, the aversive system operates in an opposite way 

that resource allocation increases to a point of decision making whether to fight, flight, or freeze 

(Lang, 2006). The negativity bias is thought to improve the efficacy of these responses in the face 

of potential threat, which also proceeds to a defensive cascade towards highly negative and 

arousing stimuli as noted in Figure 1 (Fisher & Weber, 2020).  A rich body of evidence for 

individual differences of the baseline levels of the appetitive and defensive system activation has 

been found in research, guiding predictions of how individuals process messages differently 

(Fisher & Weber, 2020). These individual differences will be part of the inquiry on whether they 

moderate message processing in the context of climate change communication.  
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 The central inquiry that the LC4MP research brings in is: How can we design effective 

messages that engage the viewers? This thesis has been empirically tested and applied to the 

diversified field of goal-directed communication ranging from public service announcements and 

public relations to advertising and health communication for anti-drug and substance abuse 

messages, etc. Of our foremost interest, climate change communication, however, has been a road 

less travelled in this domain of research for many presumed reasons discussed earlier. Designing 

effective climate messages to engage and motivate the public based on how the message elements 

work together to affect the human information processing system is not only an interesting subject 

to explore but a global imperative to address. Observing commonalities between health and climate 

communication in that the former has explored awareness, reinforcement of behaviors, knowledge 

gain, persuasion, and ultimately behavior change and that both are goal-directed communication 

with risk at the center of message design, we find possibility that the LC4MP can be applied to 

investigate climate communication.  

 Now it directs us to a critical question whether the issues of climate change are 

motivationally relevant. As much important as it is to develop a design strategy for motivationally 

relevant messages, it is essential to identify the potential motivational relevance of the topic itself. 

Lang (2006) notes that it is not only the primary motivators such as sex, food, and danger that 

activate our motivational systems, but certain stimuli we have learned to be good or bad. A study 

(Lang et al., 2005) shows that what is risky and restricted is defined by the society, positively or 

negatively branding the subject as motivationally relevant. It is therefore hypothesized that the 

subject of climate change itself is likely to activate our motivational systems, being a 

motivationally relevant stimuli that will bring about negative consequences, thus more likely to 

activate the aversive (defensive) system at exposure. According to the predictions of the model, 

eliciting motivational system activation will lead to increased resource allocation to message 

processing which can be measured by the level of arousal and memory performance such as visual 

recognition tasks (Lang, 2006).  

 

 

4.4. The Constructs  
 

4.4.1. Arousal and Valence 
There have been two major perspectives to understand human emotions in recent 

theoretical development in psychology: a discrete approach and a dimensional approach (Lee & 
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Lang, 2009; Potter & Bolls, 2012). The former views human emotion as discrete categories such 

as fear, anger, enjoyment, sadness, disgust, shame, contentment, and surprise (Izard, 1972; 

Lazarus, 2001; Plutchik, 1980) while the latter examines emotion with its underlying dimensions 

that are distinguished as superordinate from these discrete emotions (Cacioppo & Gardner, 1999), 

most widely identified as arousal and valence (Bradley & Lang, 2007). The LC4MP integrates this 

dimensional theoretical perspective into the understanding of emotional processing of mediated 

message content. The view posits that emotional experience is composed of two dimensions being 

‘intensity’ and ‘direction,’ each mapping onto the constructs of ‘arousal’ and ‘valence’ 

respectively (Cacioppo & Gardner, 1999; Potter & Bolls, 2012). The two independent motivational 

systems – appetitive (approach) and aversive (avoid) - discussed earlier are the underlying systems 

of valence with the dimension of ‘positive’ mapping onto the appetitive system and the dimension 

of ‘negative’ onto the aversive system (Cacioppo & Gardner, 1999). This way, the two separable 

systems activate in response to either positive or negative stimuli in the environment. Arousal is a 

separate dimension that indexes the intensity of the activation of the two motivational systems, 

constituting the three separate dimensions of arousal, positivity, and negativity (Cacioppo & 

Gardner, 1999).  

Recognizing emotional valence in two separate dimensions, as opposed to simple bipolar 

conceptualizations, has allowed for a much richer and sophisticated investigations into human 

emotional experience during media use (Potter & Bolls, 2012). This approach has been a 

possibility that mediated messages can activate not only one of the appetitive and the aversive 

systems but both systems simultaneously to varying degrees (coactivation), providing a nuanced 

picture of human emotional experience (Potter & Bolls, 2012). A huge body of research suggests 

that the effectiveness of persuasion in health campaigns, public relations, and advertising shows a 

significant relationship with the emotionality of the messages (Dillard & Nabi, 2006; Potter & 

Bolls, 2012).  

Now, going back to the climate change literature discussed in the beginning, where the two 

opposing positions were reviewed on whether positive or negative messaging gives an edge to the 

effectiveness of communication, this study develops an idea that conceptualizes emotional valence 

(positive and negative) as an independent variable. The positive and negative messaging strategy 

in the climate communication literature are appropriately linked to the “approach and avoid” 

responses activated by the underlying appetitive and aversive motivational systems theorized in 

the LC4MP framework. This study, therefore, will be investigating into the emotional processing 
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during message viewing with the dimensions of arousal (intensity) and valence (direction) 

powered by the two motivational systems. 

 

4.4.2. Attention 
The model theorizes cognitive resources of four kinds: the resources that have not been 

allocated in the limited pool of capacity, the resources that have been allocated to the task, the 

resources that are required by the mediated message to process the information, the available 

resources defined as the resources that are allocated minus the resources that are required by the 

message. Attention, in this framework, is conceptualized as these available cognitive resources 

(Lang, 2017; Lang & Basil, 1998). 

 

4.4.3. Distance 
 In one of the Lang and colleagues’ studies (Lang et al., 2006) on developing a new measure 

for the amount of information in a given message, seven dimensions were included in the concept 

of information introduced (𝐼2 ). Distance was one of the dimensions defined as the distance 

between the camera and the focal object of the shot (Lang et al., 2006). The model predicted that 

closer objects would require more resources to process the information compared to the objects 

placed further away (Lang et al., 2006), which is how the distance is construed in the LC4MP. 

Moving forward, this concept of distance will be called “physical distance” as opposed to 

“psychological distance.” This study examines both types of distance to confirm which construct 

is more appropriate to apply in the context of climate change communication.  

 

 

 

4.5. Applications in CSR Communication and Hypotheses 

 
As climate change communication shares some of its challenges with corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) communication in that both usually have highlighted low awareness and low 

risk perceptions of the public, lacking a momentum to motivate meaningful action. Drawing 

attention to the messages of both climate change issues and CSR campaigns is not sufficient to 

reach the ultimate goal. It is therefore worth taking a look at what has been found in CSR 
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communication research applying the LC4MP to make predictions for the given question: How do 

we design motivationally relevant climate messages?  

A series of studies conducted by Chung and Lee (2018; 2019; 2020) provides consistent 

findings on the use of emotional visual and the level of arousal in CSR messages. The earliest 

study tested the effects of emotional valence (positive, negative) and company-cause fit (high, 

low) on recognition and cued recall memory, finding that negative emotional visuals showed 

higher recognition of company information and were better recalled compared to positive images 

(Lee & Chung, 2018). Another study manipulated emotional valence (positive, negative) and 

arousal (calm, arousing) to see their effects on four CSR communication outcomes (Chung & Lee, 

2019). The results confirmed the superiority of arousing negative visuals over arousing positive 

images and other conditions in their positive impact on the CSR motives perceived as public-

serving, the participants’ attitudes toward the companies, purchase intentions, online, and offline 

participation intentions (Chung & Lee, 2019). Their most recent study looked at the effects of 

valence (positive, negative) and arousal (moderately arousing, high arousing) in CSR messages on 

the encoding process measured by recognition memory and the storage process measured by cued 

recall (Chung & Lee, 2020). The results once again confirmed the advantage of negative stimuli, 

showing the best performance both on recognition memory and cued recall (Chung & Lee, 2020).       

Another recent CSR study on the issues of sustainability, plastic pollution specifically, 

made an attempt to integrate discrete emotions (fear, hope, anger) into the LC4MP, trying to 

understand their effects on motivational system activation and memory (DiRusso & Myrick, 

2021). The study found that the discrete emotion of anger elicited higher persuasive outcomes 

compared to the feelings of hope and fear: higher social media intentions, higher political 

participation intentions, and more favorable plastic pollution attitudes (DiRusso & Myrick, 2021). 

While hope and fear increased intentions, anger also increased attitudes. The authors hypothesized 

that the immediacy of anger was perhaps more effective in influencing attitudes than were other 

discrete emotions (DiRusso & Myrick, 2021). Also, fear-framed messages showed a direct, 

positive effect on encoding measured by recognition memory whereas hope-framed messages 

slightly decreased the encoding performance (DiRusso & Myrick, 2021). The study provides 

practical implications that the combination of fear-frame and low-efficacy generates anger which 

in turn increases all persuasive outcomes (DiRusso & Myrick, 2021). Taking reference from these 

results of CSR communication studies and the predictions of the LC4MP, we hypothesize for the 

three dependent variables of engagement that:  
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H1: The negative messages will show higher self-reported arousal than the positive messages. 

 

H2: The negative messages will elicit higher self-reported attention than the positive messages.  

 

H3: The negative messages will lead to higher sensitivity (d’) in recognition memory than the 

positive messages. 

 

As how emotional valence will affect viewer’s attitudes, self-efficacy, and behavioral intentions 

and whether the individual differences (NB and PO) will moderate the relationship are unclear, it 

leads to the research questions: 

   

RQ1: How does emotional valence and psychological distance affect viewer's attitudes, self-

efficacy, and behavioral intentions? 

 

RQ2-1: How do the individual differences (NB and PO) affect the message effects on attention, 

arousal, and memory? 

  

RQ2-2: How do the individual differences (NB and PO) affect the message effects on attitudes, 

self-efficacy, and behavioral intentions toward climate action? 

 

  

4.6. A Call for a New Approach to ‘Distance’  

 
As discussed earlier, the LC4MP defines distance as the physical distance between the 

camera and the focal object of the shot and predicts that closer objects would require more 

resources to process the information than the objects placed further away (Lang et al., 2006). Will 

this definition of distance suffice to examine the effective elements of climate messages? Given 

that the goal of this study is to find out what works best to engage the public with actions toward 

low-carbon lifestyles, would we not need a new approach to defining the distance variable to 

properly accommodate to the context? Here I present you a series of reasons, reviewing key 

research findings in climate change communication.  
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4.6.1. Power of Personalizing 
Studies on climate communication note the power of imagery containing real people being 

affected by climate change impacts, indicating that the existence of authentic human subjects in 

the imagery is crucial (Chapman et al., 2016). This personalizing effect of depicting ordinary 

people is highlighted in a report that the localized imagery featuring a person or two with 

identifiable emotions are the most powerful (Corner et al., 2015). These are the results far different 

from practice where featuring a set of iconic and cliché images (e.g., polar bears, melting ice, 

drowning cities, etc.) has been the norm for a very long time. In their qualitative part of the cross-

national investigation of climate visuals (Chapman et al., 2016), the reactions of the participants 

to these clichéd images illustrated that “few appeared to be persuaded or more concerned about 

climate change when viewing them. Participants identified these images as having lost their impact 

precisely because of their familiarity and over-use” (p. 175). It points us back to the definition of 

distance in the LC4MP framework and how this might not be all about measuring how physically 

close the object is in the picture.  

  

4.6.2. The Deficit in Concrete and Relatable Mental Imagery of Climate 

Change 
 

Image elicitation and association studies that looked into the mental imagery people 

generate about climate change share commonalities that they have difficulty composing concrete 

imagery and that the images are usually remote, distant, and abstract (Leviston et al., 2014; 

Nicholson-Cole, 2005; S. O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009). In a study employing semi-structured 

interviews conducted in the U.K. reported that the participants were engaged at a higher level with 

local imagery that they could easily relate to (Nicholson-Cole, 2005). It noted that abstract 

phenomena such as climate change were better identified with concrete and familiar examples in 

the local imagery that resonated with the viewers (Nicholson-Cole, 2005).  

Another image association study reported that common associations were psychologically 

distant and typical iconographic images such as melting ice and polar bears with a significant 

number of participants struggling to form any imagery about climate change (Leviston et al., 

2014). The associations overlapped to a great extent in the cross-national comparison of Australia, 

the U.S., and the U.K.: Rising sea levels, melting ice, and floods, etc (Leviston et al., 2014). It is 

mainly due to the lack of coverage on personally relevant imagery (Anthony Leiserowitz, 2006). 
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Among the images mostly discussed as resonating examples were disasters and extremes that 

called for immediate responses and were spatially close, hence attenuating psychological distance 

(Leviston et al., 2014). It was also importantly noted that the vicarious emotional experience of 

identifying with the victims in such images could be a key strategy to promote active engagement 

as it may preempt moral disengagement (Leviston et al., 2014). This importance of using concrete 

images to boost relatability which in turn will increase personal relevance and immediacy of the 

issue is accentuated in the last association study conducted in the U.K. (S. O’Neill & Nicholson-

Cole, 2009). Limiting the impact of fearful messages to the occasions where they connect to “the 

everyday” both spatially and temporally, the study emphasizes the power of individuals situated 

in the images that the viewers can related to (S. O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009).  

As discussed earlier and shown in these studies, the mental imagery people typically 

generate about climate change is to a great extent limited to distant and abstract perceptions they 

make of the issue. This poses a challenge attenuating the urgency and immediacy of the situation 

(Priest, 2016). The current study is motivated to find a way that redefines “distance” and what 

psychological proximity should mean to connect on a level of everyday life and build personal 

relevance, which will differ from the how the LC4MP defines distance.      

 

4.6.3. Ways to Motivate Action by Manipulating the Distance 
 

McDonald and colleagues note in their review (2015) on psychological distance of climate 

change that although psychological distance has been singled out as a critical barrier to motivating 

action in climate communication, it has been studied little in research. Part of the reason is that it 

has many dimensions and layers to properly operationalize for academic research. It has also been 

noted that while climate imagery on media coverage draws attention, it often fails to offer options 

for action especially in visual communication (Metag et al., 2016). This raises a question on how 

to design the messages manipulating the distance variable in a way that engages the viewers and 

motivates action. As suggested in a study on psychological distance, the issue lies in bridging the 

spatial and temporal distance (Spence et al., 2012). Goal setting theory also offers a clue that goal 

specificity is associated with psychological closeness in prompting action (Locke & Latham, 

1990). Research suggests that detailed and specific goals (i.e., psychologically close) increase the 

likelihood of an individual to take action by decreasing the ambiguity about what and how; as 

opposed to abstract goals with no external referent, therefore being construed in an idiosyncratic 

manner by the individual (Locke & Latham, 1990). Converging on the findings in climate 
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communication and psychological distance research, we confirm the need to approach the distance 

variable in a different way from how it is defined in the LC4MP framework in order to properly 

accommodate to the context of climate change communication.  

  

 
 
4.7. How This Study Defines ‘Distance’ 
  

Given that the goal of this study is to engage the audience with actions toward low-carbon 

lifestyles and that raising immediacy and personal relevance is key to climate messaging, the four 

dimensions of psychological distance can be interpreted as below: 

  

Dimension Proximal Distal 

Hypothetical 
distance 

Featuring real people affected by 
real impacts. 
“This is happening. It’s likely to 
affect me.” 

Featuring no people, simulated 
impacts. 
“It’s not likely to happen to me.” 

Temporal 
distance 

Now.  
”It’s happening now.” 

Future. 
“It might happen in the distant 
future.” 

Spatial 
distance 
(redefined) 

Featuring impacts on everyday life 
regardless of geographical 
location. 
”It’s affecting our lives.” 

Featuring impacts far from everyday 
life regardless of geographical 
location. 
“It’s affecting somewhere far from 
my life.” 

Social 
distance 

Featuring real people under real 
impacts. 
“It’s affecting people like me.” 

Featuring no people. 
“It’s affecting something else, not 
humans like myself.” 

Table 1.  

But how can we be confident that we can use distance as a single variable when it has more than 

one dimension? The Construal Level Theory (CLT) literature points out that decreasing the 

distance of one dimension feeds into other dimensions as they are intertwined (Trope & Liberman, 

2010). The theory posits that the dimensions share similar cognitive representations and thus are 

closely associated (Spence et al., 2012). This theorizing has been supported with empirical 

evidence in a study that examined their associations, finding that all dimensions of psychological 

distance showed positive correlations with high significance and “combined to form a reliable 

scale,” (p. 962) implying its potential to be utilized as one overarching concept (Spence et al., 

2012). The current study, therefore, operationalizes distance with the below principles as they 
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reduce or increase all four dimensions of psychological distance. This approach to distance will 

be examined together with the concept of physical distance of the LC4MP to find out what 

approach is indeed appropriate to be implemented.  

 

 Proximal condition Distal condition 

Visual 

▪ Authentic, credible 
imagery featuring 
'real people' 

▪ Impacts/mitigation 
on 'everyday life' 
related to our 
survival 

▪ Imagery with no 
people 

▪ Impacts/mitigation 
far from everyday 
life  

Text ▪ Concrete action text ▪ Abstract action text 
 

Table 2.  

 

As the relationship between valence and distance of climate messages and their effects on 

attention, arousal, memory, attitudes, self-efficacy, and behavioral intentions are unclear, they will 

be explored in research questions: 

  

RQ3-1: How does psychological distance and psychological distance affect viewer's attention, 

arousal, and memory? 

 

RQ3-2: How does psychological distance affect viewer’s attitudes, self-efficacy, and behavioral 

intentions toward climate messages? 

 

RQ4: Are the two distance constructs (psychological and physical) differentand ? 
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Figure 1-2. Conceptual map of the proposed relationships  

 

 

5. Method 
  
5.1. Stimuli Design 
 

Visual Design 

The entire set of stimuli was created utilizing the images covered on various media 

reporting climate change issues. Following the two principles established for the distance variable, 

visuals for the proximal condition featured authentic images of real people under real impacts of 

climate change, being situated in everyday life. For the distal condition, images featuring no 

identifiable individuals and that are far from everyday life (e.g., polar bear, wind farm) were 

selected. The negative-proximal condition focused on featuring the negativity of the imminent 

impact upon identifiable number of individuals inflicted by disasters and pollutions. The images 

were selected with aims to increase personal relevance and immediacy of the issues based on the 

climate change literature and the challenges we face with communication. The positive-proximal 

condition, on the other hand, put an emphasis on featuring solution-based images where 

individuals present positive emotions performing pro-environmental actions to combat climate 
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change. The negative-distal and positive-distal conditions both focused on featuring scenes far 

from everyday life with no identifiable individuals, differing the respective emotional valence.  

As this study examines both concepts of physical and psychological distance, a separate 

set of stimuli was designed to test physical distance. According to the LC4MP framework that 

defines distance as the distance between the camera and the focal object in the shot (Lang et al., 

2006), physical distance was operationalized accordingly, e.g., firefighters in the wildfire 

(negative-proximal) v.s. an aerial shot of a mountain on a wildfire (negative-distal).      

   

Text Design 

 All text messages were carefully designed to combine “impact” and “recommended action” 

based on the facts of climate change issues. The proximal condition, as operationalized to give 

concrete action recommendations, featured detailed factual figures referencing the recent reports 

of the Emissions Gap Report by United Nations Environment Program (Capstick et al., 2020), 

IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Reports (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2021; Pörtner et al., 2022), and a 

Climate Outreach report (McLoughlin et al., 2019). The distal condition started with giving generic 

information about the ecosystem and climate change along with an abstract sense of action. The 

negative condition described the negative impact of the given climate disaster and the positive 

condition focused describing the solution-based action.   

 

 

Conditions and Stimuli for Experiment 1 

 

[2 Valence x 2 Distance = 4 Conditions: Psychological Distance] 
 

  Negative Positive 

NP PP 

Proximal 
(psychological)  

• Wildfire  
• Flooding  
• Waste  
• Air pollution  
• Fossil fuel 
• Drought  

  
Text: Concrete Action  

• Solar energy  
• Biking 
• Protests  
• Energy-efficient home  
• Reducing plastic use 
• Plant-based diet 

  
Text: Concrete Action  

 
ND PD 

Distal 
(psychological) 

• Deforestation  
• Polar bear  

• Solar farm  
• Wind farm  
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• Melting ice  
• Sea level rise 
• Fossil fuel  
• Drought  

 
 Text: Abstract Action 

• Climate conference  
• Green forest  
• Clean ocean  
• Clear sky  

  
Text: Abstract Action 

Table 3. 
  
[2 Valence x 2 Distance = 4 Conditions: Physical Distance] 
 
  Negative Positive 

 NP PP 

Proximal 
(physical) 

• Wildfire  
• Flooding  
• Waste  
• Air pollution  
• Fossil fuel 
• Drought  

  
Text: Concrete Action 

• Solar energy  
• Biking 
• Protests  
• Energy-efficient home  
• Reducing plastic use 
• Plant-based diet 

  
Text: Concrete Action   
  

 ND PD 

Distal 
(physical) 

• Wildfire  
• Flooding  
• Waste  
• Air pollution  
• Fossil fuel  
• Drought  

  
 Text: Abstract Action  

• Solar farm  
• Wind farm  
• Climate conference  
• Green forest  
• Clean ocean  
• Clear sky  

  
 Text: Abstract Action 

Table 4. 

Stimuli Samples 

Negative-Proximal 
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Negative-Distal 
 

Positive-Proximal 
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Positive-Distal 
 

Table 5. 

 

5.2. Participants 

Experiment 1 
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100 participants were recruited from four English speaking countries: U.S. (37.9%), 

Canada (29.5%), U.K. (27.4%), and Australia (5.3%) via Amazon Mechanical Turk. More than 

one country was recruited in order to ensure the diversity of political ideologies, educational, and 

cultural backgrounds. The Australian sample is smaller than other samples presumably due to the 

limited manpower of MTurk available in the region. With 5 participants screened out due to 

response quality issues, of the 95 participants, there were 45 males (47.4%) and 50 females 

(52/6%) with the majority age groups of 25-34 (37.9%), 35-44 (35.8%), and 45-54 (13.7%). The 

majority of them had a four-year degree (41.1%) and a professional degree (30.5%) with some 

college (11.6%) and a two-year degree (7.4%).  

 

Experiment 2 

280 participants were recruited from three English speaking countries: U.S. (46.5%), 

Canada (25.6%), and U.K. (27.9%) via Amazon Mechanical Turk. More than one country was 

recruited in order to ensure the diversity of political ideologies, educational, and cultural 

backgrounds. Australia was removed for the second experiment due to the lack of participants 

available for recruitment in the region. 215 participants remained after screening out 65 due to 

survey time and response quality issues. Of 215, 125 participants identified themselves as male 

(58.1%), 88 as female (40.9%), and 2 as non-binary (0.9%). The majority age groups were 25-34 

(47.9%), 35-44 (24.7%), and 45-54 (13.5%). 11.6% of the participants reported having some 

college degree with a 2-year degree (7.0%), a four-year degree (51.6%), and a professional degree 

(18.6%).     

 

 

5.3. Data Collection  
Two sets of web-based experiments were conducted at different periods using Qualtrics, 

recruiting via Amazon Mechanical Turk, a widely used recruiting solution with an advantage of 

stable internal validity as the participants do not encounter with experimenters in a lab environment 

and with other participants (Chung & Lee, 2019). External validity is also obtained enabling the 

researcher to easily recruit participants from various demographic backgrounds (Chung & Lee, 

2019). Experiment 1 was conducted first, for a manipulation check of the independent variables 

(Valence and Distance) and second, to test which approach to distance would be appropriate for 

the study between physical and psychological distance, and third, to select the stimuli for 

Experiment 2.  
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5.4. Measures  
Experiment 1 

 

Manipulation Checks 

For a manipulation check of valence, separate 9-point scales for negative and positive 

valence were utilized adopted from the LC4MP’s theorizing of the dimensional approach to human 

emotion (Lang, 2006, 2009, 2017). The negative valence scale ranged from 1 (Not at all negative, 

not at all unhappy, not at all annoyed) to 9 (Extremely negative, unhappy, annoyed). The positive 

valence scale ranged from 1 (Not at all positive, not at all happy, not at all pleased) to 9 (Extremely 

positive, happy, pleased). For a manipulation check of distance, 9-point scales (1 = extremely far; 

9 = extremely close) were used for both perceived psychological and physical distance. To test 

how concrete or abstract the messages were, a 9-point scale (1 = extremely abstract, vague, 

undetailed; 9 = extremely concrete, tangible, specific) was used.    

A mixed between-within subjects ANOVA was performed to see how properly the 

variables were manipulated, showing statistically significant main effect for negative valence on 

negative valence, Wilks’ Lambda = .12, F (1, 92) = 73.90, p < .001, partial eta squared = .88., 

confirming negative valence was appropriately manipulated with a large effect size. The same 

analysis of variance showed statistically significant main effect for positive valence on positive 

valence, Wilks’ Lambda = .12, F (1, 92) = 75.08, p < .001, partial eta squared = .88, confirming 

positive valence was properly manipulated with a large effect size.  

A mixed between-within subjects ANOVA was conducted to check the manipulation of 

psychological distance, physical distance, and concreteness. All of the variables were confirmed 

to be manipulated as intended with psychological distance showing a significant main effect on 

psychological distance, F (1, 90) = 7.04, p = .021, partial eta squared = .37, and physical distance 

having a significant main effect on physical distance, Wilks’ Lambda = .46, F (1, 90) = 14.18, p = 

.003, partial eta squared = .54. Both psychological and physical distance had a main effect on 

concreteness, F (1, 90) = 29.36, p < .001, partial eta squared = .71 and, F (1, 90) = 19.11, p < .001, 

partial eta squared = .61 respectively, implying that concreteness and abstractness of the text 

design were properly manipulated being aligned with the distance manipulation.   

 

Scales 
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 All scales adopted the ones used in previous research and have been calibrated for a 9-

point Likert type including negative/positive valence, psychological/physical distance, and 

concreteness discussed above: Arousal (1 = Not at all aroused, not at all excited, not at all awake; 

9 = Extremely aroused, excited, awake) (Lang et al., 2007), attitudes (“How favorable or 

unfavorable do you feel toward the recommended action?” 1 = extremely unfavorable; 9 = 

extremely favorable) (Chung & Lee, 2019), and behavioral intentions (“Regardless of your 

previous beliefs, how much do you agree with the statement? ‘I intend to participate in the 

recommended action.’” 1 = strongly disagree; 9 = strongly agree) (Chung & Lee, 2019).  

 

Experiment 2 

 

Scales 

 The same scales for arousal, attitudes, and behavioral intentions were used to experiment 

2. Other scales included attention (“How much attention did this message draw?” 1 = It didn’t get 

any attention at all; 9 = It got my full attention) and self-efficacy (“After viewing this message, 

regardless of your previous beliefs, how much do you agree with the statement? ‘I feel my action 

can have an impact on climate change.’” 1 = strongly disagree; 9 = strongly agree).  

 

Motivation Activation Measure (MAM) 

 To measure and calculate the individual differences of positivity offset (PO) and negativity 

bias (NB) of the two motivational systems, a mini version of Motivation Activation Measure 

(miniMAM) was used with a series of images drawn from the International Affective Picture 

System (IAPS) (Lang et al., 2007, 2011). MAM uses participants’ ratings of arousal, negative, and 

positive valence in response to 90 images to calculate individual PO (estimated level of activation 

in the appetitive system) and NB (estimated speed of activation in the aversive system) (Lang et 

al., 2007). The miniMAM utilizes 35 images out of the total 90 images so it can be administered 

in a quick fashion yet still validly measure individual differences (Lang et al., 2011).  

 

Visual Recognition Tasks (VRT) 

 Tasks designed to measure the performance of visual recognition of the stimuli were 

conducted as a measure of encoding gauged by recognition memory (Lang, 2006, 2009, 2017). 

The participants were presented with a single still image at a time where they were required to 

answer true if they had seen it during the stimuli presentation and false if they had not seen it. The 
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same number of true (stimuli) and false (foils) images were presented for the viewers to judge. For 

the current study, 24 true and 24 foil items were presented.   

 

5.5. Experimental Procedures 
 

Experiment 1 

Two sets of stimuli were tested varying the types of distance (psychological and physical), 

48 messages for each set with some overlap. A total of 58 messages were tested to be sifted out 

for the next round of experiment where a set of 24 messages would be examined. 2 messages were 

allocated to each topic of climate change with 6 topics in total for each condition, totaling 12 

messages for each condition, constituting 4 conditions (Negative-Proximal, Negative-Distal, 

Positive-Proximal, Positive-Distal) with 48 messages. 58 messages were divided into two groups, 

29 each, in order to avoid experiment fatigue due to a lengthy duration.  

Upon clicking on the link on the MTurk website, participants were directed to a Qualtrics 

experiment and presented with the introduction and consent. They then were randomly assigned 

to either group A or B and answered demographic questions on age, gender, educational 

backgrounds, and location (country and state in case of U.S. residents). The instructions page 

guided them to expand the browser to a full screen mode and let them know what questions they 

would be asked. Participants were informed that a ‘message’ referred to both the ‘visual’ and the 

‘text’ presented together and each message would be presented for 10+ seconds for them to assess 

and the page would automatically move onto the questions when the time was up. They were 

instructed to pay close attention to the message during the presentation. They then moved onto the 

practice sessions where a message was presented for 13 seconds and a series of questions appeared 

afterwards for the participants to exercise before the actual experiment. The practice stimuli were 

of children’s poverty issues and not related to climate change, however, the questions were the 

same as the ones used in the experiment. In the experiment, 29 messages were randomly presented 

for each group along with questions rating arousal, negative valence, positive valence, 

psychological distance, physical distance, concreteness, attitudes, and behavioral intentions. At 

the end of the experiment, they were instructed to copy the survey completion code into the MTurk 

page so they could be compensated.     

  

Experiment 2 
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 The final set of 24 messages were selected out of 58 messages based on how effectively 

manipulated they were, a single message for each topic, 6 topics for each condition, 4 conditions 

as same as experiment 1. Which construct of distance the study should move with was also decided 

based on the results of the first experiment. The participants went through the same procedures, 

starting with MTurk, landing on Qualtrics, reading introduction and consent, answering 

demographics questions and then moved onto what was unique for the second experiment: MAM 

(Motivation Activation Measure). Prior to the actual experiment, instructions for the MAM were 

given along with two practice sessions. Each MAM visual was accompanied by three questions of 

a 9-point scale rating arousal, negative, and positive valence of the visual. A total of 41 MAM 

visuals were randomly presented.  

After two practice sessions, 24 stimuli were randomly presented with questions rating 

arousal, attention, attitudes, self-efficacy, and behavioral intentions. Each message was shown for 

13 seconds and the page automatically proceeded to the next page with questions.  

 The third part was the visual recognition tasks where the participants decided whether they 

had seen the image or not during the presentation. 24 true items and 24 foil items were presented 

randomly with true and false answer options. At the end of the experiment, a survey completion 

code was given for them to copy into MTurk for compensation. The reason for employing 

recognition tasks for visuals only is because of the power of visual well documented in the 

literature for both automatic processing (attention, arousal, and memory) (Newhagen & Reeves, 

1992) and for forming attitudes and behavioral intentions (Powell et al., 2015). It was found that 

the performance of visuals on framing effects was far greater than text, consistent with previous 

research demonstrating the power of visuals (Powell et al., 2015). The framing effects of the 

visuals turned out to have a dominant influence on the viewers’ behavioral intentions (Powell et 

al., 2015).  

 

5.6. Design  
A 2x2 mixed between-within subjects design was used for both experiment 1 and 2 to 

explore the relationships between the two independent variables (Valence, Distance), six 

dependent variables (Arousal, Attention, Memory, Attitudes, Self-efficacy, and Behavioral 

Intentions), and two between-subjects variables (Individual PO and NB). 

 

Variables 

Independent Variables 
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● Emotional Valence (Positive, Negative) 

● Psychological Distance (Distal, Proximal) 

  

Dependent Variables 

● Arousal 

● Attention  

● Memory (Recognition) 

● Attitudes toward recommended action 

● Self-efficacy of recommended action 

● Behavioral intentions for recommended action 

      

Between-subjects Variables 

● Individual positivity offset (PO) and negativity bias (NB) 

 

Control Variables 

• Stimulus exposure time (13 seconds) 

• Image size and resolution 

• Length of text message 

• Number of highlighted texts in the message 

• Number of factual figures in the text message 

 

 

6. Results 
 

6.1. Data Analysis 
 

All the data acquired from both experiment 1 and 2 were analyzed by performing two-way 

mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance in SPSS. The reason for not using repeated 

measures ANOVA was because of the between-subjects variables: the demographics (age, gender, 

education, location) and the motivation activation measure (MAM) for individual differences (PO, 

NB).     
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Visual Recognition Tasks: Signal Detection Analysis  

 What gives an unnegotiable advantage to the signal detection analysis over simply counting 

percentage correct when measuring recognition memory begins with the assumption that memory 

is not as simple as either being available or not (Shapiro, 1994). This availability assumption is 

deprived of the judgment aspect of memory; the process of making a recall and a decision whether 

one remembers something correctly or not involves not only the memory strength but judgment 

and motivation as well. What is also at work in making the ultimate decision when completing a 

recognition memory task is the motivational element influenced by “perceived consequences of a 

wrong judgment” (Shapiro, 1994, p. 135). In case of counting percent correct only, the researcher 

is likely to arrive at a false conclusion that the variables have an effect on memory strength when 

there is actually a shift in one’s judgment criteria. This is where signal detection analysis comes 

in to enable the researchers to probe into the memory strength and judgement aspects together, 

yielding a more complete picture of how thoroughly something is recognized.  

 Signal detection theory comes with four possible outcomes of a recognition task: hit (true 

item answered true), miss (true item answered false), false alarm (false item answered true), and 

correct rejection (false item answered false) (See Figure 3). The proportion of hits and false alarms 

are used to compute the two dimensions of the theory: sensitivity (memory strength) and criterion 

bias (judgment criteria) (Fox, 2004). Sensitivity, denoted by d’, indicates the accuracy of 

recognition. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Distributions of noise and signal trials (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999) 
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 As shown in Figure 2., the two distributions are perceived familiarity (Zechmeister & 

Nyberg, 1982) or memory trace strength (Murdock, 1982) in the theoretical decision space where 

sensitivity (d’) is defined as “the distance between the means of the old (signal) and new (noise) 

distributions measured in standard deviation units.” (Shapiro, 1994, p.139). The old and new 

distributions are normally distributed with each distribution being assumed to have the same 

standard deviation. The more sensitive the observer in discriminating the targets from the foils, the 

greater the d’ value becomes, and the less overlap area between the distributions. In a visual 

recognition task, sensitivity of recognition is calculated using the formula: d’ = z(H) – z(F) (Fox, 

2004; Shapiro, 1994; Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999). z(H) refers to the z-transformed score of hit 

rate while z(F) is the z-transformed score of false alarm rate.  

 

 
Figure 3. (Georgeson, from Sensitivity and Bias – an introduction to signal detection theory, Postgraduate 

research methods course, University of Birmingham) 

 

 Criterion bias, on the other hand, is a unique dimension of signal detection theory, which 

indicates the degree of a person being liberal or conservative when making a decision on whether 

the person has seen the item or not. Simply put, the observer sets a criterion for “how familiar 

something must be before the observer is willing to say he/she has seen the item before” (Shapiro, 

1994, p.139). This explains the judgment and motivation aspect of memory where the criterion 

changes depending on the situation, implying that a person with a higher sensitivity does not 

always make more correct calls. The criterion bias is calculated using the formula: c = -0.5*{z(H) 
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+ z(F)}(Fox, 2004; Fox et al., 2007; Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999). A liberal criterion is indicated 

by a negative value when the observer is more prone to say yes to foil items, ending up with a 

greater false alarm rate than the miss rate. Conversely, a conservative criterion is represented by a 

positive value where the observer is more likely to say no to target items, resulting in a greater 

miss rate than the false alarm rate.  

 

Computing process of signal detection analysis 

 The computing process involves z-transform where the z-value of a proportion is 

determined on the x-axis for what percentage of the data is on the left of that value. For example, 

when z equals zero, half percentage of the data is to the left, z(0.5) = 0. This is because this 

calculation uses the cumulative distribution with zero for the mean and one for the standard 

deviation. Please see Figure 4. for reference.  

In case the hit rate equals the false alarm rate, the sensitivity (d’) is zero, implying that the 

recognition occurs at chance and the observer is not able to judge. A sensitivity of 1 means that 

the mean of the two familiarity distributions differ by 1 standard deviation. The criterion bias is 

also computed in standard deviation units; a zero criterion bias indicates the threshold is at a equal 

distance from both means of the distributions, meaning no bias toward to any distribution.  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. How to calculate the z-value using a 

cumulative distribution. 
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The below functions are used to compute sensitivity (d’) and criterion bias (c) in SPSS: 

COMPUTE d’ = (IDF.NORMAL(HitRate,0,1) - IDF.NORMAL(FArate,0,1)) 

COMPUTE c = -.5*(IDF.NORMAL(HitRate,0,1) + IDF.NORMAL(FArate,0,1)) 

 

MAM calculation formulae 

 Individual MAM scores for the appetitive system and the defensive (aversive) system are 

calculated using the formulae below in SPSS. To calculate individual positivity offset – how active 

one’s appetitive system is (Lang et al., 2007), the ratings for positive valence for the positive 

emotional pictures were averaged and the positive ratings for the neutral pictures are also averaged 

and then are subtracted from the former. The negativity bias – the speed of activation of one’s 

aversive system (Lang et al., 2007) - is calculated in the same way using the negative ratings of 

the negative emotional pictures and neutral pictures.   

 

ASA (Appetitive System Activation) 
  
COMPUTE pa6 = (p4659 + p4660 + p4670 + p4695 + p5621 + p8030 + p8185) / 7 . 
EXECUTE . 
  
COMPUTE pa1 = (p2320 + p2580 + p5000 + p5390 + p5720 +  p7100 + p7900 + p2440 + p2480 + 
p7025 + p7050 + p7060 + p7150 + p9360) / 14 . 
EXECUTE . 
  
COMPUTE ASA = pa6 - pa1 . 
EXECUTE . 
  
  
DSA (Defensive System Activation) 
  
COMPUTE na34 = (n1945 + n2205 + n2682 + n2750 + n9041 + n9290 + n9830 + n1080+ n2800+ 
n6020 + n6831+ n7380 + n9140+ n9490) /14 . 
EXECUTE . 
  
COMPUTE na1 = (n2320 + n2580 + n5000 + n5390 + n5720 +  n7100 + n7900 + n2440 + n2480 + 
n7025 + n7050 + n7060 + n7150 + n9360) / 14 . 
EXECUTE . 
  
COMPUTE DSA = na34 - na1 . 
EXECUTE . 
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6.2. Experiment 1  
 The purposes of experiment 1 were first, to examine which construct would be more 

appropriate to apply between psychological and physical distance, second, to select stimuli for the 

next experiment, and third, to confirm that the variables were manipulated as intended.  

  Probing into the distance constructs, psychological distance will be pitted against physical 

distance. A two-way mixed between-within subjects ANOVA showed a significant main effect for 

psychological distance on arousal, F (1, 90) = 9.55, p = .011, partial eta squared = .49 whereas 

physical distance did not reach statistical significance for arousal, F (1, 90) = 4.83, p = .053, partial 

eta squared = .33, indicative of higher arousal achieved by psychological proximity. Same applied 

to negative valence with psychological distance having a significant main effect, F (1, 92) = 6.26, 

p = .031, partial eta squared = .39 while physical distance failed to do so, F (1, 92) = 9.55, p = 

.950, partial eta squared = .00, leaving an implication that negative stimuli were perceived more 

negatively with a higher psychological proximity. Interestingly, unlike on negativity, 

psychological distance did not show a significant effect on positive valence, Wilks’ Lambda = .95, 

F (1, 90) = .55, p = .475, partial eta squared = .05 when physical distance had a main effect, Wilks’ 

Lambda = .65, F (1, 90) = 5.39, p = .043, partial eta squared = .35, indicating that while 

psychological proximity enhanced the negativity of the stimuli, positive stimuli were perceived as 

they were regardless of psychological distance. On the other hand, they were perceived more 

positively with a higher physical proximity.  

What was more interesting about these two constructs was their conceptual relationship 

revealed by the analysis: the effects of psychological distance on physical distance and vise versa. 

Psychological distance turned out to have a significant main effect on physical distance, F (1, 90) 

= 16.52, p = .002, partial eta squared = .58, however, physical distance did not show significant 

effect on psychological distance, F (1, 90) = 4.37, p = .058, partial eta squared = .27, meaning that 

manipulating psychological distance could be translated into physical distance, but not the other 

way around. Based on this analysis, they seem to be different constructs that need to be discerned 

carefully when applied in research.  

The stimuli that manipulated physical distance as opposed to psychological distance did 

not particularly show that they were more effectively manipulated, i.e., not leading to more 

polarized numbers in terms of distance and were even in an opposite direction at times - take the 

example of the two polar bear images varying physical distance (close-up shot vs master shot). 

The close-up shot of a polar bear did not elicit higher arousal, higher negativity, higher 

concreteness, higher physical and psychological proximity in direct comparison to the master shot 
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featuring a bear. With these examples considered along with the general trend of psychological 

distance turning out to be more effective in terms of climate message design, the study decided to 

employ psychological distance as a more appropriate variable for the context of climate 

communication. A set of 24 stimuli out of 58 was selected for experiment 2 based on the 

manipulation quality.   

 

 

6.3. Experiment 2 
 

 Negative-
Proximal 

Negative-
Distal 

Positive-
Proximal 

Positive-
Distal 

Arousal (H1) 5.83 (1.50) 5.60 (1.54) 5.58 (1.69) 5.53 (1.63) 

Attention (H2) 6.52 (1.65) 6.19 (1.67) 6.24 (1.81) 6.01 (1.79) 

Memory (d') (H3) 1.66 (1.06) 0.73 (0.85) 1.67 (1.00) 0.57 (0.72) 

Attitudes 6.57 (1.32) 6.60 (1.26) 6.71 (1.18) 6.65 (1.26) 

Self-efficacy 6.30 (1.41) 6.05 (1.45) 6.45 (1.39) 6.09 (1.40) 

Behavioral 
Intentions 6.55 (1.36) 6.28 (1.44) 6.54 (1.28) 6.25 (1.36) 

 

Table 6. Means and standard deviations for all conditions 

 

6.3.1. Arousal 
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Figure 5. Effects of valence and distance on arousal ratings 

 

 Hypothesis 1 predicted that negative messages would show higher self-reported arousal 

than the positive messages. The results showed a significant main effect both for valence, F (1, 

181) = 5.42, p = .021, partial eta squared = .03, and for distance, F (1, 181) = 5.56, p = .019, partial 

eta squared = .03, with an interaction effect of valence and distance, F (1, 181) = 3.95, p = .049, 

partial eta squared = .02. The negative-proximal condition elicited the highest arousal among all 

conditions followed by the negative-distal condition, confirming hypothesis 1.  

 

 

Figure 6. Effects of valence and PO group on arousal ratings 

 

 On the possible moderation of individual differences, there was a significant interaction 

effect of valence and positivity offset, F (1, 180) = 8.73, p = .004, partial eta squared = .05 with 

the arousal ratings of the high PO group dropping more rapidly, switching from the negative to the 

positive condition compared to the low PO group staying at a similar level (Figure 6).  
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Figure 7. Effects of distance and NB 

group on arousal ratings  Figure 8. 

Effects of valence and NB group on 

arousal ratings 

 

 For individual negativity bias, there was a significant interaction effect found between 

distance and NB group, F (1, 180) = 9.58, p = .002, partial eta squared = .05 (Figure 7) and between 

valence and NB group, F (1, 180) = 5.54, p = .020, partial eta squared = .03 (Figure 8 & 9). Within 

the high NB group in Figure 7, the high negativity bias elicited stronger arousal responses to 

proximal messages. The same group showed higher arousal ratings towards negative-proximal 

messages with a notable decrease in the proximal condition as the valence changed from negative 

to positive (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 8.                                                                             Figure 9. 
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 Hypothesis 2 predicted that negative messages would elicit higher self-reported attention 

than the positive messages. The results showed a significant main effect for valence, F (1, 214) = 

20.62, p < .001, partial eta squared = .09, supporting hypothesis 1. There was also a significant 

main effect for distance, F (1, 214) = 29.67, p < .001, partial eta squared = .12, with no interaction 

effects found. Along with the results on arousal, it was again confirmed that the negative-proximal 

condition elicited the highest attention among all conditions as shown in Figure 10. 

 

  
Figure 10. Effects of valence and distance on attention ratings 

 

Figure 11.       Figure 12. 

 Figure 11 and 12 illustrates that individual positivity offset scores had a significant main 

effect on attention, F (1, 213) = 5.99, p = .015, partial eta squared = .03, showing that the low PO 

group paid higher attention compared to the high PO group for all conditions among which 

negative-proximal condition led to the highest attention ratings.  
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Figure 13.      Figure 14. 

 

Figure 13 and 14 point to the results that the high NB group paid more attention to the proximal 

and to the negative messages than the low NB group did, indicating an interaction effect of distance 

and NB group, F (1, 213) = 5.44, p = .021, partial eta squared = .03, and of valence and NB group, 

F (1, 213) = 4.45, p = .036, partial eta squared = .02. In the distal and positive conditions, however, 

the attention ratings were similar for both low and high NB groups. Also, as seen in the comparison 

of Figure 15 and 16 below, a larger gap was observed between the proximal and the distal 

conditions in the high NB group, indicating a trend for the high NB group.  

 

Figure 15.      Figure 16. 
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 Hypothesis 3 predicted that negative messages would lead to higher sensitivity (d’) in 

recognition memory than the positive messages, which was not supported by valence not having 

a significant main effect on memory sensitivity (d’), F (1, 207) = 3.71, p = .055, partial eta squared 

= .02. However, distance had a large main effect on sensitivity with the proximal condition 

exhibiting a far stronger sensitivity compared to the distal condition, F (1, 207) = 365.32, p < .001, 

partial eta squared = .64. For the distal messages, sensitivity was higher in the negative valence 

condition whereas both valence conditions recorded similar levels for proximal messages (Figure 

17). 

Figure 17. 

Figure 18.      Figure 19. 

 

Individual positivity offset had a main effect on sensitivity (d’), F (1, 206) = 22.59, p < .001, partial 

eta squared = .10 as shown in Figure 18 and 19. Participants with a high positivity offset showed 

a stronger sensitivity in all conditions compared to the ones with a low PO.  
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Figure 20.      Figure 21. 

 

There was an interaction effect between valence, distance, and PO groups, F (1, 206) = 5.31, p = 

.022, partial eta squared = .03, suggesting that the sensitivity (d’) of the individuals with a high 

PO was stronger for the positive-proximal visuals unlike that of the low PO group’s shown higher 

for the negative-proximal visuals.  

 Consistent with other results, individual negativity bias was found to have an interaction 

with distance, F (1, 206) = 30.33, p < .001, partial eta squared = .13, indicating that both low and 

high NB groups showed stronger sensitivity for the proximal visuals with the high NB group 

recording higher performance compared to the low NB group (Figure 22). Individual NB also had 

a significant main effect on sensitivity, F (1, 206) = 35.50, p < .001, partial eta squared = .15, 

showing that the high negativity bias was observed to have a memory advantage in all conditions 

with particular highs for the negative-proximal visuals (Figure 23). 

 

Figure 22.         Figure 23. 
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6.3.4. Memory – Criterion Bias (c) 

 

 
Figure 24.  

 Distance had a sizable main effect on criterion bias (c), F (1, 207) = 122.45, p < .001, 

partial eta squared = .37 and an interaction effect was found between valence and distance, F (1, 

207) = 13.16, p < .001, partial eta squared = .06, suggesting that participants used a significantly 

more liberal criterion when judging the distal visuals (Figure 24).  

 

  
Figure 25.  
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highlight in the high NB group (Figure 25). People with a high negativity bias had a more 

conservative criterion than their counterpart did for proximal visuals, however, showed a steeper 

drop to a liberal criterion when judging distal visuals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26.       Figure 27. 

 

An interaction effect was found between distance, positivity offset, and negativity bias, F (1, 204) 

= 3.96, p = .048, partial eta squared = .02, showing that there were significant differences found 

in the criteria participants used depending on the individual differences in motivational activation. 

While the high NB group's criterion was more conservative for proximal visuals than the low NB 

group's, the low PO group exhibited a greater difference between the "low PO-low NB” group and 

the "low PO-high NB” group; the latter used a more conservative criterion compared to the former 

group when judging proximal visuals, which is indicative of attempts to decrease the number of 

false alarms. The high NB group's memory sensitivity was higher, as a result, compared to the low 

NB group. When processing distal visuals, the "low PO-high NB” group shifted their criteria to 

more liberal than the "low PO-low NB” group did. 

 

6.3.5. Attitudes 
 While valence reached a near significance on attitudes, F (1, 205) = 3.88, p = .050, partial 

eta squared = .02, distance did not have a significant main effect on attitudes, F (1, 205) = 1.21, p 

= .728, partial eta squared = .001. There was no significant interaction effect, either. Individual 

negativity bias, however, showed a significant main effect on attitudes, F (1, 204) = 9.06, p = .003, 
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partial eta squared = .04. with the high NB group being more favorable to the recommended 

climate action in all conditions compared to the low NB group (Figure 28, 29). 

 

Figure 28.      Figure 29. 

 

6.3.6. Self-efficacy 

 

 
Figure 30. 
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proximal messages increased self-efficacy whereas it did not make much difference for the low 

NB group when changing the distance (Figure 31).  

 

 
Figure 31. 

 

6.3.7. Behavioral Intentions 
 

 
Figure 32. 
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33). Negativity bias also had a main effect on behavioral intentions, indicating that individuals 

with a high negativity bias show stronger intentions to take action against climate change for all 

conditions (Figure 33, 34).  

  

Figure 33.      Figure 34. 

 

 

7. Discussion 
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of arousal of the viewers when presented the messages, the level of attention the viewers paid to 

the messages, and worked together with psychological proximity to enhance the effect. This 

phenomenon was observed on arousal where the negativity elicited higher arousal specially for 

proximal messages compared to the distal condition that did not show much difference between 

both valence conditions, meaning the negativity further enhanced the effect of psychological 

proximity (Figure 5). The power of negativity and impact visuals is supported by another large-

scale Australian study that looked at implicit associations. Dramatic images of climate impacts 

and extreme weather effectively captured people’s attention, showing high salience, arousal, and 

motivation (Leviston et al., 2014).  

The mechanism of how utilizing negative valence gains advantage is well understood in 

the LC4MP framework. Between the two underlying motivational systems – appetitive (approach) 

and aversive (avoid) systems -, the appetitive system is slightly more active in a neutral 

environment compared to the aversive system. As the activation intensifies, the aversive system 

shows a quicker and stronger activation as opposed to the appetitive system activating at a slower 

rate, showing a gradual increase (Figure 1-1). These different patterns of activation are directly 

associated with how cognitive resources are allocated to message processing, implying that the 

message capable of eliciting a moderate to strong level of arousal, in other words, successfully 

activating the aversive motivational system which in turn allocates more cognitive resources to 

processing that message than to messages that have failed to activate the system or only tackle the 

appetitive system. Messages designed with negative valence activate the aversive system to 

varying degrees, which is how they acquire the advantageous position competing with other 

messages for a limited pool of cognitive resources.  

The negative-proximal condition recorded the highest arousal ratings, highest attention 

ratings, and marked the best performance on recognition memory, indicating that there is a 

combination capable of increasing motivational relevance, drawing the strongest level of 

engagement of the viewers. From a practical standpoint, the messages most effectively engage the 

audience when they are framed negatively, featuring impacts of climate change, and 

simultaneously framed as proximal as possible, featuring real people under the impact with 

identifiable emotions in an everyday life setting, along with concrete, action-driven text messages.  

For visual recognition memory, psychological distance had a substantial main effect on 

memory sensitivity (strength) with the psychologically proximal condition exhibiting a far 

stronger performance compared to the distal condition. The closer the psychological distance (real 

people, everyday life, concrete action), the stronger the recognition memory for the visual 
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messages. When the visual is framed distal from real people and everyday life, though it is far less 

likely to be recognized than proximal visuals, negativity had an advantage in memory 

performance. The results also show that participants used a significantly more liberal criterion 

when judging the psychologically distal visuals. According to the signal detection theory, shifting 

the criterion from conservative to liberal is to increase the hit rate at the cost of increasing the false 

alarm rate. Taken together with the significantly low sensitivity results, this could be interpreted 

that they felt more difficult to discriminate between target and foil items when the messages were 

framed psychologically distal.  

 Interestingly, for the next two measurements of the controlled processing dimension, self-

efficacy, and behavioral intentions, psychological distance commonly exhibited a very large main 

effect. Valence, however, did not reach statistical significance for this dimension of processing. 

Higher psychological proximity boosted self-efficacy of the participants and behavioral intentions 

toward the recommended climate action, implying that when the issue is framed psychologically 

close, featuring real humans under the impacts with concrete action-oriented messages based on 

factual figures that could be implemented in everyday life, individuals feel that their action can 

make a difference in combating an issue of such a grand magnitude and also show stronger 

intentions to participate in the recommended action. These results point to the opposite direction 

of what was found in previous research – that climate visuals either increase issue salience or self-

efficacy, but few seemed to do both (S. J. O’Neill et al., 2013). Turns out, when the message is 

framed negatively and psychologically close at the same time, it not only draws attention but also 

boosts self-efficacy. Since the way this study defined psychological distance is not as simple as 

reflecting a single dimension among the four dimensions: hypothetical, temporal, spatial, and 

social, a direct comparison to previous studies would not add much. However, it is clear that when 

a climate message speaks to the individual on a personal level, featuring elements that they can 

identify with – real people, everyday life, and concrete actions - the message empowers and 

motivates the viewer to be more likely to adopt low-carbon lifestyles.  

 

 Now turning to the individual differences (NB and PO) measured together as between-

subjects variables, this study explored how these differences would moderate the effects of valence 

and distance on the measurements. There was a clear trend for the negativity bias to be closely 

associated with psychological distance, observed on all dependent variables. On arousal, 

individuals with a high negativity bias responded to the changing distance more sensitively 

compared to the low NB group (Figure 7). Within the high NB group, negativity bias is thought to 
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have elicited stronger responses to proximal messages, implying a close association between 

negativity bias and psychological distance. The notable decrease on arousal for the proximal 

messages when the valence changes also confirms the signature of the high NB group being more 

sensitive to the changing distance (Figure 8 & 9). This trend is again seen on the attention measure 

where the high NB group paid higher attention to the proximal messages than the low NB group 

did (Figure 13). The larger gap between the distance conditions in the high NB group (Figure 16) 

implies the higher sensitivity to distance. It is consistently observed in recognition memory 

performance as well where the high NB group marking stronger performance compared to the low 

NB group, showing memory advantage in all conditions with particular highs for the negative-

proximal visuals (Figure 22 & 23).  

 Individuals with a high negativity bias also showed more favorable attitudes toward the 

recommended action in all conditions compared to the low NB group (Figure 28 & 29), which 

implies that having a higher defensive (aversive) system activation is indicative of the individual 

being prone to feel more negatively towards negative stimuli. Considering the nature of climate 

issues and their consequences, climate change is conceptually construed in a negative way, posing 

a negative stimulus as a whole. Individuals with a high negativity bias with a tendency to show 

stronger responses to negative objects and concepts give a plausible explanation for showing more 

favorable attitudes to combating against the negative outcome, climate change.  

The results on self-efficacy also provides an interesting picture. For the high NB group, the 

proximal messages increased self-efficacy, implying that individuals with a high NB are likely to 

feel that their actions can make a difference in combating climate change when the issue is framed 

psychologically proximal and concrete. Similar results were obtained for behavioral intentions 

where the high NB group showed higher intentions to participate, indicating that they are likely to 

take action against climate change when the issue is framed proximal and concrete. Together with 

the results on self-efficacy, as self-efficacy feeds into forming behavioral intentions, it is the 

psychological distance that matters for all participants that actually boosted self-efficacy and in 

turn increased behavioral intentions. We can conclude that the conceptual associations between 

self-efficacy and behavioral intentions are heightened by psychological proximity which elicits 

stronger responses for the individuals with high levels of negativity bias. The analysis on the 

negativity bias on all dependent variables gives an overall picture of it being closely related to 

psychological distance, particularly, when the message features real people under a severe impact 

along with fact-based concrete guidance for action.    
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Looking at this trend together with the phenomenon discussed earlier that negativity 

enhanced psychological proximity which in turn elicited higher arousal for negative-proximal 

messages, the effect of psychological proximity should be construed in close ties with the effect 

of negative valence and also higher levels of activation in the defensive motivational system of an 

individual. This leads to the idea that it might be the case where they not just affect from a certain 

direction, but instead interact with each other in a way that both elevates one another; negativity 

enhances proximity and proximity heightens negativity so that they result in having a major impact 

on individuals with a higher negativity bias.  

The practical implications of this high NB signature are that these individuals with a higher 

negativity bias can be target-marketed for more effective climate communication. First is the case 

of utilizing cookie information of the internet browsers. The information that indicates the 

individual has a search history of the keywords related to self-protection or health concerns can be 

strategically used to make an assessment whether this particular individual can be categorized into 

a high NB group. Secondly, the kinds of magazines and websites that feature health-conscious or 

self-protection related content that the high NB group would subscribe to can be the target 

platforms for green advertising. What is critical is that, based on the results of the current study, if 

you aim for the best results, the message should be designed with negative valence and 

psychological proximity, featuring severe climate impacts and authentic people going through the 

difficulties along with concrete action guidance to combat and preempt such crises. It gives an 

important message for practitioners that the advertising platforms and the methods can be 

diversified, not only relying on outlets that traditionally feature green action content.        

 Individual positivity offset, on the other hand, did not show particularly notable trends as 

negativity bias did; both high and low PO groups in general had stronger responses to negative-

proximal stimuli. For recognition memory, interestingly, the high PO group recorded stronger 

sensitivity towards positive-proximal visuals when the low PO group’s sensitivity was higher for 

the negative-proximal visuals following the general trend. What the stronger memory sensitivity 

indicates is that the positive-proximal visuals were more effectively and thoroughly processed than 

other conditions by the individuals with a high positivity offset. The higher activation in the 

appetitive motivational system seemed to have elicited higher cognitive resources when processing 

positive visuals. Individuals with a higher positivity offset also showed stronger behavioral 

intentions for psychologically proximal messages compared to the low PO group, implying that 

proximity matters to both high PO and high NB groups.    
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Figure 35. Map of conclusion 

  

The above map (Figure 35) illustrates the goals, strategy, and associated concepts that 

conclude the study results. The goal of this study is to examine the elements in climate messages 

that best engage the audience and ultimately motivate action toward individual decarbonization. 

In order for the message to successfully affect changes in attitudes and behaviors, the prerequisite 

condition is to draw attention first. Constructs such as arousal, attention, and memory are 

categorized into the level of automatic processing in the LC4MP framework; in other words, these 

are the responses that are automatically triggered by the human cognitive system and unstoppable 

by the viewer (Lang, 2006, 2009, 2017). What the results for this automatic dimension indicate is 

that in order to effectively elicit arousal, draw attention, and ensure that the message is thoroughly 

recognized at a later encounter, the designer should frame the message with negative valence and 

psychological proximity. In other words, it is most effective when the message features authentic 

people in everyday life undergoing negative impacts of climate change along with concrete action 

guidelines based on factual information to combat the crises.  

While the negativity is what triggers and holds engagement when first exposed to the 

message, it is the psychological proximity that transfers the engagement to motivating action 

which is the ultimate goal of climate communication. Attitudes, self-efficacy, and behavioral 

intentions can be categorized into this dimension of controlled processing, which according to 

Lang (2006, 2009, 2017) entails goals and interests of the viewer. Our results show that translating 
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the engagement into promoting action – more favorable attitudes, higher self-efficacy, and stronger 

behavioral intentions to participate in the given action - requires psychological proximity and 

concreteness in guidance in the message design. Reducing the distance as much as possible to craft 

a message that speaks directly to the heart on a personal level is key to boosting self-efficacy and 

in turn motivating action. Higher activation in the aversive (defensive) motivational system of an 

individual – high negativity bias – affects the effects of negative valence and psychological 

proximity in a way that it enhances the effects of negative-proximal framing, drawing higher 

attention to the message and stronger motivation for action.  

 

The significance lies in that this study was one of the first attempts to investigate into how 

climate messages are processed in our emotional and cognitive processing system with a focus on 

the automatic processing level. The mechanism of message processing in climate communication 

has been rather unknown and blinded by both researchers and practitioners for a long time. This 

study peeked into the human information processing system and examined what works best, why 

they work best, and how they work, employing data-driven empirical experiments. This study is 

also one of the first to look into the coupling effect of impact visuals with action messages and to 

prove that using the coupling strategy combining a negative visual and action-oriented text is the 

most effective in drawing attention while boosting self-efficacy. This is a contribution to the 

climate communication literature where it was often thought that negative messages undermined 

self-efficacy, thus demotivating action (Metag et al., 2016; S. J. O’Neill et al., 2013; S. O’Neill & 

Nicholson-Cole, 2009). Combining emotional valence and psychological distance in an 

experimental design in a single study is a step forward contributing to the debate of confusion over 

affective framing and distance. Rewriting the elements of psychological distance based on 

previous research and applying the new definition of distance is what sets this study apart. The 

study further explored the newly defined construct (psychological distance) together with the one 

traditionally understood in the framework (physical distance) to carefully discern the differences 

and their relationship, discovering what best applies to the context of climate change 

communication.     

 
Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 
 One of the prominent aspects of the LC4MP framework is that the model has been 

developed in the area of psychophysiology research of the information-processing approach where 
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the fundamental paradigm is that the brain is embodied, meaning it is possible to infer 

psychological processes from physiological responses. This view of embodied cognition asserts 

that cognition “arises from bodily interactions with the world” (Thelen et al., 2001, p. 1), which is 

the opposite of what Rene Descartes argued – all things including body are illusionary except for 

the existence of the mind (Potter & Bolls, 2012). What psychophysiologists believe is “cognition 

depends on the kinds of experiences that come from having a body with particular perceptual and 

motor capabilities that are inseparably linked and that together form the matrix within which 

reasoning, memory, emotion, language, and all other aspects of mental life are meshed” (Thelen 

et al., 2001, p. 1).  

Therefore, the LC4MP framework comes with a body of rich empirical research on 

recording and analyzing real-time physiological data collected from the participants in a lab 

environment. This study, however, could not yet utilize the advantage of physiological 

experiments due to COVID-19 related lockdowns and restrictions on physical contact for the most 

period of the research process. Instead, we designed web-based experiments where the participants 

could safely take part in from their home environment. The web experiments captured self-report 

data which could provide a much richer picture of the message processing when triangulated with 

other types of data such as physiological and behavioral observations. It is argued that the best 

way to measure cognitive and emotional processing is through triangulation of different types of 

measures (Bradley & Lang, 2000).  

 Future studies, therefore, could employ physiological measurements such as skin 

conductance for arousal, heart rate and electroencephalogram for attention, and electromyogram 

for emotional valence to provide a more complete account of message processing in the embodied 

cognition paradigm.  

 Another aspect of the limitations is that the current study recruited the participants from 

English-speaking countries, ending up recruiting from major western countries: U.S., Canada, 

U.K., and Australia. This was first, because the stimuli were designed using the English language, 

and second, the service areas of Amazon Mechanical Turk were concentrated in those regions. If 

future research could diversify the language used in the stimuli and recruit participants with more 

diverse linguistical, cultural, and social backgrounds, the results could gain stronger 

generalizability.      
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Appendices 

 

1. Informed consent 
Experiment 1 

Hello, welcome to the experiment! Let's get started with a short intro. 
This experiment is designed to look into the elements of climate change communication as part of a 
research project conducted by the University of Copenhagen in collaboration with KAIST College 
of Business. 
  
The data you provide will contribute to building a library of messages for further investigation. All 
information will be handled with strict confidentiality in accordance with the regulations of the 
Research Ethics Committee at the University of Copenhagen and KAIST College of Business. Your 
participation will be compensated with an Amazon credit when you complete the tasks. Please don't 
forget to copy and paste the 'Survey Completion Code' at the end into the MTurk page you are on. 
You are free to withdraw at any point with no compensation. 
  
Please note that this experiment is optimized for a PC environment (laptop or desktop) and is NOT 
compatible with mobile interfaces. Please make sure to work on the task on your computer.   
  
You are invited to view a total of 29 messages (visual+text) and answer 9 short questions following 
each message. The total experiment will take approximately 14 minutes.  
If you agree to proceed, please click the button and the experiment will begin. 
 
 
Experiment 2 

Hello, welcome to the experiment! Let's get started with a short intro. 
This experiment is designed to look into the elements of climate change communication as part of a 
research project conducted by the University of Copenhagen in collaboration with KAIST College 
of Business. 
  
The data you provide will contribute to understanding how to design effective climate messages. 
All information will be handled with strict confidentiality in accordance with the regulations of the 
Research Ethics Committee at the University of Copenhagen and KAIST College of Business. Your 
participation will be compensated with an Amazon credit when you complete the tasks. Please don't 
forget to copy and paste the 'Survey Completion Code' at the end into the MTurk page you are on. 
You are free to withdraw at any point with no compensation. 
  
Please note that this experiment is optimized for a PC environment (laptop or desktop) and is NOT 
compatible with mobile interfaces. Please make sure to work on the task on your computer.   
  
You are invited to view a series of messages (visual+text) and answer questions following each 
message. The total experiment will take approximately 20 minutes.  
If you agree to proceed, please click the button and the experiment will begin. 
 

2. Stimuli 
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Experiment 1 
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Experiment 2 
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3. Stimuli codebook and image sources 
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4. Experiment 1 results by stimulus 
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